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THE ALAMOS WIN TWO
GAMES FROM SOLDIERS

r

An Interesting Story of the Sunday Game
Gloomy Gus, the Crack Sport Writer.

by i

By Gloomy Sua.
crack backstop was not able to
Alamos
defeated the 19th play which made it necessary to
The
Infantry team from Fort Bliss at break up the infield and mateAthletic park Sunday afternoon rially weaken the team. They
played hard, and they are game
ly a score of 7 to 1.
No soreheads in that
losers.
indiwould
seem
to
The score
cate considerable loose play, but crowd.
Lieut. Miller, in charge of the
the game was an interesting one
team, readily agreed to everyall the way.
The general regret of the spec- thing suggested, and favorably
tators was that the Fort Bliss impressed everyone.
Not a single error charged to
boys could not get together and
(Continued on page 8.)
Their
make the finish closer.

serious, but merely annoying,
delayed the Oloudcroft excursion Sunday both up and down.
The mountain engine out of
Alamogordo pulling the excursion had trouble all the way
from cinders in the injector, hot
box, and general cuBsedness.
When finally it reached the S
bridge the down train was standing there with a pair of wheels
oil' the rails. The engine on the
down train had been stopped
within three feet after the
wheels jumped the track. There
U a massive steel and timber
guard rail here and there is never any danger of serious mishap,
but it took some time to get the
engine ready to run. Then the
down traiu had to back up to
Oloudcroft and let the excursion
train in after more than two
hours delay.

William Edward Jackson.
A boy was born to Mr. and
Mrs. R. M- - Jackson Monday.
The youngster has been named
William Edward. He arrived a
week too late to see his dad
awarded the prize for being the
ugliest man in Otero county.
And this reminds us that

"Bob" and "Bill" Warren are
having all kinds of trouble.
It will be remembered that
the prize to the ugliest man was
to be cigars. Warren was chair
man of the committee and after
the decision was made gave the
successful candidate a box of ten
centers. Jackson claims that
the committee is under obligations to keep him in cigars until
his successor is elected and qual-

THE POPULAR PUZZLE.

This is the popular puzzle just now: A banker going
He picked
borne to dinner saw a flU bill on the curbstone.
it up, noted tbe number and went home to dinner. While
at home his wife remarked that the butcher had sent a bill
amounting to $10. The only money he had was the bill he
had found, which he gave to her, and she paid the butcher.
The butcher paid it to a farmer for a calf, the farmer to
the merchant, who in turn paid it to a washerwoman, and
she, owing the banker a note of $10, went to the bank and
paid the note, lhe banker recognized the bill as the one
he had found, and which to that time had paid $50 worth of
debt. On careful examination he discovered that the bill
Now, what was lost in the transaction,
was counterfeit.
and by whom?

f
i

Oloudcroft Train Delayed.
A chapter of accidents, none
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COMPANY

I

WILL NOT ATTEND

ENCAMPMENT
Captain O. R. Shiftier, of

Com-

pany I, First Infantry New Mexico National Guard, has announced the appointment of T.
J. Kennedy as first lieutenant in
place of H. C. Lansing, resigned.
Lieutenant Kennedy has held
missioned offices in the
Ohio National Guard and in territorial guard at Santa Fe.
non-co-

AT LAS VEGAS

The local company will not
participate in the encampment
which begins at Las Vegas today. Captain Shiftier received
a telegram from Adjutant General Ford Monday advising him
that the company need not ie
on hand. It is understood that
none of

the new companies will

participate.

Fresh Eggs for Alamogordo.
People in Alamogordo will no
longer have to eat stale Kansas
eggs, nor run the risk of becoming infected eating local eggs
from questionable sanitary surroundings for D. A. Fribley,
manager of the Cash Meat Market, has arranged with the Con-ne- ll
Sanitary Poultry farm at

one sick or well is allowed to expectorate on the premises.
The Connell eggs are in great
demand in El Paso and El Paso's
leading grocery uses these eggs
They are now
for its leader.
selling in El Paso for fifty cents
a dozen but the Cash Meat Marcents.
ket is only asking fifty-fiv- e
This kind of an egg always commands fifteen to twenty-fiv- e
cents a dozen more than the
common egg and they are well
worth it because they are wholesome, apetizing, delicious and
one enjoys eating them for they
are produced by healthy hens,
well nourished by pure foods
and not by some poor fowl picking up a miserable existence on

WINS POINT

Discontinued.

ly

that the cost of
publication is bo great that there
is practically no profit in it, The
For the reason

News has discontinued the publication of The Alcazar

Theatre Program.

Justice McFie Bules that Irrigation Company's
Troubles Must be Settled Here.
company vs. Oliver M. Lee, et
al, of Alamogordo, involving the
water rights on the Sacramento
river and tributaries in Otero
county and a part of a widespread litigation, the proceedings reaching to the national
capital, to Iowa, to Santa Fe
and other points and which has
been pending in various phases
for many months.

Church Services Abandoned.
There will be no church serTO
SOCIAL COMMITTEE
vices at St. John's Episcopal
church until fall. A great many
congrega
CLUB HOUSE of the members of this
ERECT
tion are out of the city for the
summer months and H. C. Lan
sing, who has been in charge of
up with the social committee.
If the present plans of the matter
the services, left Monday for El
to
incorplans
social
committee
The
social committee of the Business porate and Issue stock to the amount of Paso where he will reside in the
Men's club go through, a $26,000 5,000 In shares of 11.00 each. This future. Mrs, Lansing will re
club house will be erected in stock Is to be non assessable and will be main in the city until Saturday.
Alamogordo within the next few told to anyone who cares to buy It. Mr. Lansing will engage in the
Purchasers may pay a small part down
months.
Pass
and the remainder lu monthly Install- contracting business in the

The Alcazar Sold.
E. E. Bryan has sold the Alcazar moving picture show to
Lee Jones, of Oloudcroft.
Mr.

PLANS

$25,000

Plans for the building have

been drawn and submitted to
the committee. The plans call
for a two story and basement
building with a roof garden.
The building will be constructed of brick with Alamo marble
ttlvmingi. The plan show tbe following tenure: Large swimming pool,
auditorium, plain and turklsb bath
roMinn, bowling alley. Millard and pool
room, barber shop, and reception room.
In addition there will be an office and
quarters tor the Buslnaas Men's club If
this organization decide to take the

ments. One Alamogordo business concern baa agreed to take stock to the
amount of $1,000.
Tbe erection of a building of this kind
will be of great benefit to the city and
county. It will provide a place of rest
and recreation not alone for our own
citizens but for tbe hundreds of visitors
who come here to spend the winter
months.
It It expected that tbe club will be
self sustaining from the start from the
revenue derived from the bowling alley,
pool and Millard room, bath room, barber shop, swimming pool, etc.
The building will be heated by steam
and lighted by electricity.

Grades

Abandoned

Have

GIVE HIM RING

Been Beautiful

by School.

Sparkler Will Remind

Him of

The trustees of the New Mexico Baptist college held a meeting Saturday and selected the
faculty for the coming year.
The president was selected at a
former meeting.
The faculty
follows :
J. Manley

amo Friends.

A number of Judge Edward A.
Mann's friends surprised him by
calling at his home Monday evening and presenting him with a
The
beautiful diamond ring.
presentation speech was made
by M. Brounpff. The judge replied in his usual happy manner.
He left early Tuesday morning
for Albuquerque where he will
practice law as stated in The
News last week.
The followsng is a list of those
who contributed towards the
purchase of the ring:
W R. Eldson. M. Brounoff, G. J.

Morgan, A. B.,
president; formerly of Simmons
college, Abeline, Texas. President Morgan will direct the instruction in mathematics, latin
and modern languages.
Arthur B. Hays, graduate of
Scranton academy, Texas, English, history and civics.
Wol8nger. H. S. Evans. E. M. Jackeoo,
Miss Marcia Holmes, A. B., Dr.
J. R Gilbert. Dr SaHzgaber, C. P.
Park college, Parkville, Mo., Downs. Sherry & Sherry, A. J. Buck,
Dr. O. W. Miller. W. K. Stalcup. Hill
science, Greek and economics.
Miss Bess Page Hanks, gradu- St Hardy, S. M. Parker, I. Jerzykowsk!,
W. Toinpson, H. H. Major, O. H.
ate of music in Simmons college, J.
Evans, Dr. E. D Van Arsdel, H. W.
instructor of music and elocution. Schofleld, Thomas Kelsh. W. H. Pelph-reA. S. Pierce, J. L. Lawson, U. R.
Miss Josie Kuykendall, stu-

and winner of prize in recent
contest, instructor in painting
and drawing.
The school year will open
Tuesday, September 7. In the
meantime the president will go
out into the field in the interest
of the college.
The course of study outlined
for the coming year is of a high
class. The primary grades have
been abandoned and a real college course adopted. It will no
longer be necessary for parents
to send their children out of the
territory to obtain the advanta-

Nation, Dr. G.
W

G.

Roe,

C.
W.

Bryan, J. G. Holmes,
H. Ungles, Jones &

Beachani.

The only real musical treat of
the season by the Hilton Trio

tonight.

Application

Granted.

Territorial Engineer Sullivan
has approved the application for
water rights on the White
mountain project, the men behind the scheme being Oliver
M. Lee, J. L. Lawson and others
of Alamogordo. They will get
water power from the Ruidoso
and other streams and develop
5000 electrical horsepower
for
ges of a first class college course. Carrizozo. The initial cost is to
The faculty selected Saturday be nearly a quarter million.
is composed of well trained and
Don't fail to hear the Hilton
experienced teachers
The institution deserves the hearty Trio at BrounofT's Popular
Theatre tonight.
support of all our people.
A
good college means much moral
The Dance-Thly, intelectually and financially
dance given Saturday
for Alamogordo and Otero county. night by
the base ball associaThose desiring information
tion was not a financial success.
concerning the institution should The Fort Bliss band
was on hand
write the president.
to furnish music and it was
thought that this would bring
Jackley is Ont.
out a big crowd of boys at one
A. M. Jackley finished serving
dollar per but it didn't. There
his sixty days jail sentence Mon
were three or four attractive
day and immediately repared to
looking ladies to each gentleman
Neal's where he partook of a present.
hearty dinner.
Mr. Jackley was sentenced for
Music lovers should not fa.il to
contempt by former associate jus attend the concert by tbe Hilton
tice of the Supreme court, E. A. I no tonight.
Mann. He is identified with one
Supervisor Neal ,of the Alamo
faction of the Sacramento Valley National
Forest, was In El Paso on business the first of the week.
Irrigation company.
e

Santa Fe, N. M., July 14.
Judge John McFie, in the district court today dissolved the
temporary injunction and refused to take jurisdiction on the
ground that real estate was involved and, that therefore the
case should be litigated in Otero
county where the real estate is
situated, in the suit of the Sacramento Mountain Irrigation

We thank the business men
for the advertising patronage
given the little sheet. We are
of the opinion that newspaper
advertising is a great deal better and hope that the program
advertisers will transfer their
patronage to the columns of The
News. Mr. Lee, the new proprietor of the Alcazar, will make
proper arrangements for advertising his show.

ITS FACULTY!
Primary

5 CENTS

'MANN'S FRIENDS

COLLEGE NAMES

dent of art in Simmons college

Tulaf08a for the Cash Meat Market egg supply.
These eggs are put up in sealed
ified.
cartoons on which is the date
That's where Warren has a they were layed.
kick coming. He claims that if The Connell Sanitary Poultry
farm is the largest and best
Jackson is right it will bankrupt equiped in the southwest. The
him to keep him in cigars inas- hens range over green fields and
much as the committee has no are kept under the strictest saniPrinting Catalogue.
funds in its treasury and too for tary surroundings. The flock is consumptive spittol, manure and
The News' job printing de- the further reason that it is not free from tuberculosis and no unmentionable filth.
partment is printing the cat- probable
that Jackson will ever
alogue for the New Mexico Bapbe
defeated
for the honor.
LEE-WOL- COTT
tist college.
FACTION

Birthday Party.
Miss Marion Shaw entertained
a large number of friends on her
birthday, Tuesday, at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Crippen. Mies
Marion was the reciepient of
many pleasing gifts and some
choice heirlooms descended to
her on this her fifteenth birthday. The occas8ion was greatly
enjoyed by all present.
Those present were :
Misses Noma Kirby, Georgie
ore, uazei
Huncer, Evelyn
Hansen, Minnie Edwards, Ellen
Hickf, Mabel Teed,.Seba Bower,
Of young meu:
Alice Teed.
Willie Blakely, Forest Hudnall,
Leonard Hudnall, Frank Bryan,
Ellworth Martin, Elbert Edwards, John Whittington.

PRICE

Jones arrived here yesterday and
takes possession today. Mr.
Bryan is in Oanon City, Texas,
where be is making arrangements to open up a picture show.
Mrs. Bryan will follow this week.
The Bryans have made many
warm friends here and all regret
that they are to leave the city.
Mr. Jones formerly lived here.
He is Baid to be a good business
man and will, no doubt, make a
success of 'the show business.

ACQUITTED, TRIED
CONVICTED

AGAIN

OF

SAME

AND
CHARGE

After being tried and acquit- woman was found not guilty.
ted by Justice Powell at Cloud- - They refused to employ counsel.
croft for stealing, Nettie Ford, a Had they done so, it is probable
negress, was convicted before that both would have peen re-

Judge W. K. Salcup Tuesday for
the same offense.
The Ford woman and her pal,
city.
Bertha Jackson, were arrested
in Cloudcroft last week for steal-infrom a cottage. The stolen
INTERNATIONALS COMING SATURDAY
plunder was found in their rooms
and identified by the owner.
Locals Will Do Their Best to Take Two Games At their hearing tbey were released.
from Manager Swartz's Crack Team.
Sheriff Denny
the
Sunday.
pair
good
A
ease
was
know
game
the business from start to
Oet ready for the ball
The Internationals finish. The Alamos have been made against the Ford woman
Saturday.
will be here and we all know strengthened and it is a fore-- ( and she was fined 926 and costs.
She paid the assessment and
Continued on page 8.)
that they can play ball. They
was released.
The Jackson
fi

leased as they had previously
been acquitted of the charges.
However, they put up no defense
along this line.
WUlGivea Danoe.
The members of Company I,
New Mexico Guards, at a meet-

ing held at the Business Men's
club last night, decided to give
a dance at BrounofT's theatre
Saturday night. The admission
price will be very low, it not being the object of the boys to
make any money out of the affair. Mr. BrounofF gives the use
of his theatre free of charge.

THE

ALAMOGORDO
NATION

BROS..

ALAMOGORDO,

Nature t

jui-- t

NEWS

Pabluben
NEW MEXICO

as green aa ah

look.

Now punish all who violate the
rame law.

Vndergrouud
blow down.

trolley

wires

ITs

Talents

fostered

cartoM," nM Une Sbaa. -- iat
lot o' folks will hardly aotiot
speeches of as eesjatr
intallit
a' dat dey'll road
wort of what
aa
of
ha to
sayl' Waablagton Star.

often
Turned Wrong
course

..

mrj
prlie-ngfitl-

có-

SmUTY Or Mf

By JOHN A. BOWLAND.

Division of World's Race.
Or the races of too world. 00,000 00r
re white; 700,0000.004 yellow. Hi mía.
000 black. 3S.0OO.OOO brown or Malayan
and 16.000,000 red. or American In.

DOMWGO CIUGCfiF

neTer

flam

Perhaps a Utile benzoate of seda
would help In preserving the peace
In the Balkans.

OME lime ago an aic)iiuiiituiK-- of mine, who finds pastime
in liMikin
Dog's Long Journey to Old Home.
a little into Kcioiogtca conditions, announced it
Ins opinion that educational institutions, for the masses at
Nearly
M
a year aeo Frank KennecV
Just about the time a roan gets a
and bis family moved to JiebraskL
least, do not go far ruigli in the work of equipping the
woman's waist line comfortably lofrom this county. Their dog,
wx.
cated, she moves It.
young man for his occupation in the world.
terrier, evidently did not like the
Win should not the schools, colleges and universities
Here is where the baieball languag,
west and today, footsore and almost
levins to be substituted for lesa picperhaps even the state itself establish a commission which
starved, K limped Into the yard of its
turesque vehicles of expression.
old home. Canal Dover
should examine the student body on practical lines and give
dence, Pittsburg Dispatch.
What fun ouTgrandchildren
to the individual student its best opinion as to the line of
will
have looking back at the hats their
won
lor wnicfl lie is best fitted? Thousands of young men
female ancestors wore!
Immortality.
fail, not because of incompetent bodies and brains, but because of
Faith in Immortality tuant h
If dogs save more lives than they
directed
They are the round pegs in the square holes.
quired from another. OCe cannot mn.
cut short, what kind of a protective
ialilv a thousand reasons coulil he. :ilvnni-,.,- Ü in
l,vlnce oneself of Immortality. In or,i -- ,i,
measure is it to kill the dogs?
UUU
II""
'
der to know faith In immortality u is
Mch a commission inevitably would fail of such a purpose. Under an
if
The south pole crossed its finrera
leceasary
that it should be, and in
Just as the Shackleton explorers absolute monarchy,f where Ocoverninent asserted - nWilnin ,,u"i' iiij, nt
order that it should be It Is necessar
citizens, the idea might be carried out and fail. But under democratic
started on the last dash of 111 miles.
ro unoeretana th.it your life consists in
'
its being immortal. Tolstoy.
government, where the individual citizen is slow to yield his individuality
A poet has just died in Denmark
' ' the auea
f)rrnt ma
leaving $1,000,000.
We presume he in any degree, even to the public good, such a commission might sit for
ncxicos
Belated Appreciation of Qeniua
ft n'
dallied with the Muses as a side issue. ten years without having an applicant upon which to
fss
pass its constituted
ing of the walls of this church by PorCentenaries, M centenaries and terjudgment;
and
after
"Preachers1
lone
that
says the Brooklyn
applicant had received this judgment, the
firio Diaz and his brother Felix. Santa centenaries are quite the rage. Every
Eagle, "are not infallible." Why, no.
(bailees are that between himself and advisory friends the findings would
Ana was putting down a rebellion In week we do homage to the memory
They contradict each other frequently.
be disregarded.
Oaxaca and had imprisoned the gov- of some great man whose genius th
ernor of the state. Lie. Marcus Peres, worM has taken one, two or
The preacher who insists that womA fact too little regarded
is that our complex civilization is
three cen.
in the famous "torrecilla" of Santo turiea to recognize.
en shall take their hats off in church
K la aomewha!
such as to discourage talent and genius as it never before was discouraged.
Domingo. This room was In the most late and often
Is dooming himself to slim
ridiculous.
When a young man has had four years of college work, he is eligible
eleveated part of the church and had
only
window,
one
overlooking
that
the
for
matriculation in a medical school of standing. After which, according
Dutch to Have Celebration.
Camille Flammarion's
interior patio. For political reasons It
to estimates, it will cost him $1,000 to $1,500 to acquire his medical
The Dutch Will celehmt
well Is a mighty fine idea, but the
was necessary that the imposition
www vaaw vcif
chesty coal men still decline to be degree.
party communicate with the impris- tenary of the re8tabllannwnt of naCfffRAL POfírfílO DIAZ.
stampeded.
oned governor. Young Porfirio vol- tional independence by a world's fair
Do you see where the scheme of my friend would fall in this inPfíaiDMTor.riEXKo
unteered to attempt the dangerous In- at The Hague in 1913.
While we are condemning the man
stance:'' Suppose that in the grammar grades of a public school some boy
Larger than Westminster, larger terview. That night, in company with
who rocks the boat, why not Include
Business Minus Science.
the nervous woman who trails her were discovered who showed unmistakable evidences of genius in sur- even than St. Paul's is the church of his brother, he made a reconnoitering
The average English business man'
hand In the water?
gery. What would it avail that boy if he were one of four or five chil- Santo Domingo. This great edifice, expedition to the church in order to
locate
the
position
of
in
many
Santa Ana's sen- sphere of vision is limited.
renowned
countries. Is known
dren in a family of a father who drew a salarv of $20 a week? There uto not
He is nol
The man who kills another through
only for Its size, but for the beauty tinels. He found, however, that they scientific, as
compared with the Ameri-can- ,
very
were
a
hundred
reckless
chances
lienumerous
one
to
and
magnificence
instead
of
that
and watchful Knt
ever
has committed as
of its deeoratlons
German
or Japanese merchant
dismayed by this the two young men
serious a crime as though his weapon coming a noted surgeon, that boy will
and the many historical events
He regards his business too much as
gravitate from
were a knife or gun.
twined in its history. The church was returned the following night with a a
the eighth grade in grammar school to the position
means of livelihood or an occupation
built on consecrated ground, having long rope, and by means of eaeh otb.
Now that a fertilizer crust Is being of driver for a grocer's wagon.
been the site of the martyrdom of two er s help they scaled the walls, avoided He does not enter Into it or conduct
V
sM
I
I
organized, of course something ought
the sentinels and gained the roof over It on a sufficiently lofty
don
Dominican priests.
Follow your bent if you can! Take no one
to be said about such an organization
the room In which the governor was Modern Business.
was
It
early
in
the epoch of Spanish
probably being in bad odor but let It not ten negatives for final answer!
But if, in
Felix then hel.l the
occupancy when Cortez sent Velasquez Imprisoned.
pass.
the face of the inevitable, you are forced to accept
while Porfirio went down hand over
Confessed Too Soon.
ae t.eon from Mexico city to
Raphael Boisbluche, m attendant
the next best thing, honest earnestness must bring
A New York paper publishes an ediwith a band of men to protect nand to the window below. Here Porat
torial on "Why Girls Leave Home." its compensations.
that port. In those days the road lay firio gained a slight foothold on the the hospital of
France
In the majority of cases they go bethrough Ouxaca. Of Oaxaca itself, lit- - window ledge and holding to the bars fell dangerously 1H some weeks ago
cause they are invited by young men
tie was known other than the news successfully fulfilled his mission, made and when all hope of his recovery had
to do so.
At the end of a winding and climbing taken back by the few expeditions that all the more perilous by the entering been abandoned he confessed that he
of the guard from time to time,
when had been the author of eeveral mysred road, an old red brick house clung to had been sent to the south by the It was again necessary
It Isn't going to be any easier for a
for the youth terious fires. He has now
conqueror. Velasquez de l.eon brought
made a margentleman leaving a banquet at 2 a.
the Allegheny mountains.
A slashing some settlers for Oaxaca. among them to dangle In space 60 feet above the velous recovery, and la bewailing
m. to call for a "tetrahedral kite''
his
stone
flagged
patio.
than
Later Diaz him- rash repentance in Jail.
sear of red against the green that was being several Dominican friars. After
it is for him to say that he wants a
self was Imprisoned in the same room,
the
soldiers
had
proceeded
on
their
Chestnut
Crag. The hams here had a dif- way
"taxicab."
to the port, the Indians rose from which he escaped.
Jewish Death Rate Light.
ferent flavor; the apples had a peculiar against the small band
of settlers, and
It is not worth while to speculate
writer
be Western Medica'
fragrance; the musty old library could have on the spot where the church was aft- MANNERS OF
concerning those canals on Mars until
NEW YORK BOYS view declares that in spite of the
erwards
erected
two
of
the astronomers have agreed among
the
fathers
existed nowhere save in Virginia. In truth,
conditions which 'surround the
were cruelly put to death.
themselves whether or not they really
mass of the Jewish population
(he Sinclair lived only ten miles from the
of the
are canals.
tu..
By 1550 there were a number of Do- Critic Makes Plain
world, and especially
Youngsters of That City Are
in the large
University of Virginia; and Monticello, minican friars in Oaxaca
and
quescities
the
of
A lemon famine is threatened. This
America, where they form a
Badly Trained.
the home of Thomas Jefferson, was on their tion of erecting a church and convent
By HAREIS DICKSClf
large percentage of the population,
Is not alarming, however. The fruit
the
for
use
the
of
the
wns
order
nelt.to.i
road to town.
death rate among the Jewish inhab:has been too freely handed out of late
"I
don't
know
The
exact
date
of
what
the
beginning
kind
of
of
the
manners itants Is but little over
to make its scarcity a subject of genThe quaint,
half of thatof
house work is not known, but it must have the boys of other towns have," said a
eral regret.
i"e average American population.
man who Is a gentleman,
shortly
been
had got an
d
after
the
middle
of
start. Its
the
"but New
uoys
16th century they
A speedy and highly satisfactory
builder provided parlors and dining room, library and guest
the ages of 7
chain, a few laborers whobegan the work with and 17 seem oetween
Must Fulfill One's Mission.
way to wreck an aeroplane seems to
to me to have such bad
s
donated their
hers but forgot a staircase. "Oh. well." he said, "it An,
Do not call for death
and every member of the order manners that no others could
be to send it up without an occupant
because it is
be
11
we
cut off a piece of the hall and a corner of the library." This he worked hard collecting more funds. A worse I happen to live near
hard for you to live. The
We are making scientific progress,
a
l
entire
petition was sent to the Un nf soi
building where boys of
locally, every day.
of the world on the isboulders
did, and ran a sort of stepladder to the upper floor.
the
on
for assistance, to which he responded Fifth avenue and Eighth avenue diseyery mortal being compels him to
Ever since that day the people in Chestnut Crag have been forgetting
No doubt, when some Chicago or
generously. From time to time the tricts attend, and so far as I am
his mission. The only
able
means of
Wall street financier has perfected a tilings and losing things. In the bosom of the family they
call themselves king sent other contributions and to Judge by hearing them and seeing ireeing one s self from
way to corner the oxygen in the atthis burden hi
them
was
at
play,
there
no
in
halt
the
neither has the advan In the fulfillment
the work.
mosphere we shall be permitted the
of one's mission.
St. Paul's cathedral in London meas- - outLrd "e ther iD aBJ,hin
Vou will be relieved
At one end of the colonial dining room is an alcove for the
luxury of protesting, at least
only after vou
appearance.
sedate tires 510 by 250 feet and cost
Their talk is have done the work
747,.
assigned to you.
and richly carved sideboard ; to the left is a linen closet; to the right a sil- 954 or 7,479.540 pesos,
or some 5 mil- - full of slang and profanity, they can't
The truth is the hats only look
Emerson.
.
like peach baskets; if they really were ver closet, both opening inward to the sideboard. Those doors were kept lion less than Santo Domingo: Some speak to each other
idea of the size of the structure can be and when one differs from another in
peach baskets they could be bought locked, and those keys were lost. Once a week Mrs. "Ju-eee"'
opinion the discnsBinn
sent to town obtained when it is
for 11 cents a dozen, instead of cost- for
considered that
airiea on as OKLAHOMA
a locksmith to come and open her silver closet. "Well," said Kath-erin- e four buildings
ing an average of $15.33 each.
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the size of Westminster though they u.were holding
.. a political
"there is just one thing about this house that doesn't get aoDey could be set on the ground cov-- ! rnnvontlnn . c
in ordinary
sa
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Down in Mexico there are some peobetween two or three oyTtW
ered by this Dominican temple.
lost; that's old Tom." The big gray cat always sat in the corner 'of
ple who do not want Diaz for president
the the present time, however, ontv At yeH a each other and call names
to a
fireplace.
She
tied
the keys around his neck. So whenever the
again, but they take the precaution to
small part of the church is used for shocking manner. I don't think I
come north of the Rio Grande before
wanted silver or linen, old Tom was there with the keys.
worship, the other portions having ev er heard a group of boys abovt 12
ABSOLUTELY THE BEST
or
giving expression to their sentiments.
been converted into barracks by the 14 years of age talking together 0
M0IET CAI MY
government
8";?et "ke ttle gentlemen wouM
Diaz started in to bo president of
In the small office where retail sales
be
expected
to talk. Nor , to ASK YO
Owing to the great height and thickMexico away back in 1877, and, with
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across the counter were a part of the clerk's ness of the walls of the church. It
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has
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used
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only
for
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fort
any
Wad
tor Sampli
business
every
there
once dwelt an original cash
and
it
has been president ever since. The
Long tilt
occasion when necessary. No wars, prevails everywhere on the
and
grand old man has made some history
register.
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localities
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marred the serenity of the
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by the Dominicans in the temple.
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was noted as a large sale. The necessity
Rev. Dr. McPherson may be right In
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When the struggle with the
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to one of bad manner,
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asserting that the man who falls to
no
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ing a lie, but there is another side to
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the matter, as one passenger found the register.
There was, however, no suspicion of dishonesty because paintings ana costly adornments were
out when he tendered a fa that hA the machine
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when
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-received permission
nought might be constructed with the ing that it was a shame that his clerks couldn't handle a simple
thing like from President Diaz to restore a porriANoa, T.unxa MA
money it would cost to communicate
a cash register, he declared that he would look after it himself,
just to tion of the cburch. Thousands of dolINI.
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A TRUE STORY OF THE SECRET SERVICE AS TOLD BY
AN
EX-OPERATI- VE

EDITED
MMWA3 never a sentimental
I44 V I man," ventured Capt. Dick--

II

BY W. J.

BACON

'A man and woman alighted from

I

son one evening, settling
1 back Id bis chair and dls-- i
playing bis Kentucky ancestry by hoisting bis feet
upon the table, a characteristic attitude with htm
when in full repose, "but
on one occasion I fear I
let a love affair prevent
me from doing the full
measure of my duty. It Is
not a lone story, and I will relate it
so you may Judge for yourself if my
That
action was not for the beat.
belief is balm to my conscience when
It pricks me for this dereliction.
"A few years ago, as yon will remember, there was quite a scandal
over the discovery of a gigantic swindle worked on the federal government
through bogus cigar stamps. The trick
was turned by a large cigar factory
I worked
in a certain eastern city.
on this case from start to finish and
it was a pretty feather in the cap of
The
the secret service department.
printing plant of the counterfeiters
was captured, together with all of
the operatives, and a large quantity
of tax paid stamps for boxes of 50 and
100 cigars.
The president of the
factory, a highly respected banker, was
involved and sent up for a term of
years along with the other crlm

the carriage. It was evident they were
very much in love and small was the
wonder.
The man as a handsome
fellow young, intelligent and every
inch of him a gentleman; but I took
small notice of him. forgetting bis
presence In the marvelous beauty of
the woman. She was slender, graceful
and beautiful. Every movement was
bewitching. They were lovers, but not
the kind that arouse amusement, and,
too often, disgust in the minds of the
spectator. They were interesting and
appealed to every spark of sentiment
in one's nature. They were the kind of
lovers the poet had in mind when he
said 'all the world loves a lover.' I
watched them In rapt fascination, a
feeling of tenderness sweeping over
me as I compared their blissful companionship with my own lonely, out
cast life.
"The boat bore the simple name
Owl, wrought In glittering letters at
its bow. 1 studied it with renewed

atmosphere about It. I have always
been an admirer of the artistic, and
the Interior of the cabin was in perfect taste. The walls were hung with
rare paintings and original drawings
of the best artists.
Mrs. Cameron.
I learned, was an artist herself, and
she pointed out to me several of her
pictures, stll of which denoted a high
degree of skill.
with
"Our friendship progressed
amazing swiftness and before many
days I was on a footing of charming
intimacy with the owners of the houseboat Never did I enjoy a friendship
more, and I spent many pleasant hours
with Mr. and Mrs. Cameron. One afternoon Mrs. Cameron was making fudges
in the dainty kitchen, which opened,
through a butler's pantry, into the
rear cabin where Cameron and I were
playing seven-uon the dining-rootable. Tiring of the game, Cameron
brought out a decanter of wine, and,
as we sipped at our glasses and blew
smoke wreaths toward the ceiling, he

the counterfeit cigar stamps need by
the factory in Ib saetera city
"Every Instinct of my profeaatonal
training was aroused. My hand shook
so perceptibly I bad to rest It nnon
Camthe table to avoid attracting
A strong suspicion
eron's attention.
flashed over me which made mo thoroughly ashamed, and I cursed my In
sistent professional Instinct and the
bae suspicions It was always arousing. I was disgusted with myself for
doubting these
friends who
bad given me so generous a hospital-Ity- .
Yet I could not master the disThere
trust that had seised me.
could, of course, be no connection between the engraving which I still held
In my hand and the bogus cigar
stamps, and yet my instinct urged that
there was. I sat for a moment In a
trance as the incidents of the cigar
stamp case surged through my mind.
Forgetting Cameron and my surroundings, I recalled every dot and Une and
curve of the gigantic enlargement of
stamp.
the false
"I was brought back to earth with a
start.
" 'Ton seem to admire that piece of
work,' Interposed Cameron. 'I think
It one of the best engravings I have
ever seen. It was the last commercial assignment my wife accepted
before she gave up her career
as an artist I was a bit jealous
of it, for she labored over it with an
ardor that entirely shut me out
of her world, although I was about
her studio a good deal In those days.
She gave up her work all of a sudden
and went abroad, where she remained
until her return for our marriage. I
believe my jealousy of the time she
gave to it had something to do with

inals.
"Only one person escaped who was
known to have been connectefl with

the scheme. This was the engraver
of the plates from which the stamps
were printed. The engraving was ex
cellently executed and denoted skill
and what the artists call 'feeling,
There Is an individuality about the
work of every artist, just as there
is a distinctive quality to every perPerhaps you have
son's handwriting.
noticed this in the pictures in the
funny papers and in the comic sections of the dallies. One familiar
with these drawings can name the
artist every time without seeing the
signature. This rule holds good quite
as much in engraving as in any of
the other drafting arts.
"In the flies of my library are samples of the work of every engraver
ever employed by the bureau of engraving and printing, as well as of
every employe of the large printing
companies which make postage stamps
and bank notes for foreign governments.
These samples are labeled
and Bled away with data regarding the
engraver and a photograph. If that
The government
is obtainable.
has to keep a constant watch upon
these men, for from their ranks come
the most dangerous and troublesome
counterfeiters with whom we have to
contend.
"The bogus cigar stamps were enlarged by photography and compared
with the work of every engraver in
the flies. It was evident to the expe
rienced eye that none of these had
turned the trick.
"Among the captured plates was one
which had never been used. It was for
a stamp of small denomination. It was
found in the safe where the other
plates were kept, still oiled and Inclosed In the wrapper that had doubtless been put on it by the engraver
when he finished the' job. Plainly
marked on the wrapper, with the vaseline that coated the plate, were the
prints of four fingers and a thumb.
They were long, tapering, shapely
unquestionably those of an
finger
artist Here was undisputable proof
of the Identity of the engraver or
of the person who had tied up the die
after its completion.
"One of the members of the gang
had said that this plate had never
been unwrapped, but that It bad been
placed in the safe just as it came
None of the
from the engraver.
prisoners, however, gave the slight
est clew to the Identity of that IndiIn fact, it seemed that no
vidual.
one but the bank president knew who
had made the plates, and while he
made a complete confession on all
other points, he was as mute as
an oyster on this subject.
"Some years had passed since the
tamp case was closed, when I accepted an lkvitatlon to visit a college mate
In one of the cities which lie on the
Mississippi river. I was determined
to have a complete rest and did not
even let the department know my
I did not want to be
whereabouts.
disturbed with professional matters
during this vacation. It was a delightful place to visit, a rare old
southern household where every member of the family made the visitor feel
that each was individually honored
y hi presence, and I soon forgot my
5'ork, the department, and everything
connected with it. In the real pleasure of my vacation.
"One afternoon I strolled down to
the river front to watch the negro
roasters onload the rampart of cotton
balea from a big river packet A pretty
houseboat was tied up near by. and
while I smoked contentedly, seated
on a recumbent bale of cotton, a carriage drove down the steep,
surface of the levee and stopped at
scarcely SO feet from
the
my position.
rock-face- d

gang-plan-

new-mad- e

tax-pai- d

-Cameron stepped Into tbb Cabin to
get a fresh cigar and Mrs.
went Into the
time, leaving me atone ant en the desk
Under
by the table with the candy.
oeatb the plates, to protect tne tabla
top. were several sheets of newspaper.
My glance fell upon these papera and
my eyea became riveted upon the corner nearest to me. On the margin of
the topmost paper were the prieta of
four fingers and a thumb, made with
the butter with which the plates had
been greased before the candy was
They were long,
poured into them.
tapering, shapely lingers, unquestionably those of an artist
"The training of years asserted Itself. I tore away the corner of the paper with the linger prints upon It and
I could
slipped It into my pocket.
no more help doing this than water
can help flowing down hill, for the
prints seemed a duplicate of those I
so well remembered upon the wrapper
of the unused plate we had captured
In the cigar stump case. I was disgusted with myself, but Instinct Is
stronger than will sometimes, and this
was such a case.
"I left the boat as soon as I could
conveniently get away. The desire
was strong upon me to destroy the paper which nestled guiltily and accusingly in my side pocket, but I could

Investment
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three to fire timet faster
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accuracy T
pencil

Save Tunc
Time saved is money
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The faMnwf saves time
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expense will furnish you
with the proof. Write today.
You need me.
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I print red totals.
I sell on my merits.

I am fully guaranteed.

not

"On my return to Washington I
secured the wrapper with the fingerprints and compared them with the
grease marks on the bit of newspaper.
A glance at the two side by side waa
sufficient. The same hand had made
both. I was staggered, sick at heart
and disgusted with the world and
life and people, more especially with
myself.
"My first impulse was to make a
clean breast of it all to the chief, but
on second thought, I decided not to
do so until I had made an investigation on my own account I secured a
leave of absence and went to the city
where the cigar stamp fraud had been
perpetrated.
Here I learned much
that disconcerted me. Mrs. Cameron,
whose maiden name I had not heard,
had lived there and had had her
The banker's trust
studio there.
company bad been her guardian, the
She
executor of her father's will.
had lived in a stately old mansion.
near the home of the bank president
with a maiden aunt. The aunt had
died while the niece was abroad, and I
found that the time of the departure
of the niece had been consonant with
the exposure and arrest of the
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JUST DOUBLE
320 ACRES INSTEAD
OF ICO ACRES

H

Aj

further inducement
settlement of the
g
lands of
Western Canada, lbs
Canadian
Government
has increased the area
that may be taken by
homesteader to 320 acres 160 tree and 160 ta
be purchased at $3.00 per acre. These Unas
g
area, where mixed (arming
ne in the
A
at also carried on with unqualified success.
railway will shortly be built to Hudson Bay. bringing the world's markets a thousand miles nearer
where schools and churches
these wheat-fieldare convenient, climate excellent, railways close to
11 settlements, and local markets good.
to

"it would take time to assimilate the revelations that a visit to the great empire lying- to
There was no doubt that Mrs.
the North of us unfolded at every turn."
Correspondence
Cameron had executed the plates from
of Ntttontl Editor, tuno tnsUed
Western CtnmU in August, Ml.
which the bogus cigar stamps had
been printed. Whether she had known
Lands may also be purchased from railway and
the criminality of her act I have never lead aaaaCeanmn at low prices and on easy terns.
learned. I have always hoped that she
For pamphlets, mapa and information as to
did not and finally I have come to below railway rates, apply to Superintendent
Of Immigration, Ottawa, Canada, or the
the
representation
What
lieve it.
authorised Canadian Government Agent:
banker made to her when he had her
j.s.mwrora.
execute the plates will never be
a. lav.
known. He died in prison of heart
failure just about the time I made
these discoveries.
This is the only time I have ever
broken faith with the service. I could
not deliver Mrs. Cameron to the merciless law courts, guilty or innocent
My sentimentality would not let me.
It may have been wrong, but I have
never regretted my action in this
case. If it were to do over again I
should follow the same course. What
do you think of it? What would you
have done under the circumstances?"

WRiSLS.Y'5

(Copyright. 1909, by W. O. Chapman.)
(Copyright in Great Britain.)
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WERE TfTE PPHT5

OF FOUR FMGÓ

A THUMB.

Sea Fleas.
when pre
The deep
paring the skeletons of small Jjirds
and fishes for mounting, calls tne sea
fleas to his aid. These active little
crustaceans swarm on the bottom of
the sea, in both tropical and temperate
waters and are possessed of voracious
appetites. So the naturalist after re
moving the skin and loose flesh from
the specimen, ties it in a coarse net
and lowers it into the sea unUI It
hangs just clear of the bottom. It is
immediately discovered by the sea fleas,
and countless myriads of the little
creatures come swarming to the work
of denuding the bones. In a short
time the skeleton Is clean and ready
to be packed or mounted. Care must
be taken to haul It up at just the right
moment, as if left too long to the sea
fleas they will attack and devour the
small bones as soon as they have finished the soft parts. A Uttle watchfulness on the part of the naturalist
will prevent this, however, and the
tiny scavengers of the deep will save
him a lot of unpleasant work.

Interest after the charming couple had began to speak of his wife's work as her decision, although she has never
admitted that to me.'
gone aboard. It was the pleasure an artist
"I could not help asking when his
"He told me she had made quite a
craft of a wealthy man. It bore an
air of ease and comfort and culture success of it before their marriage. wife bad abandoned her artistic work
and affluence from Its steel hull to the She had not followed it alone for pas- He said it had been three years since.
dainty pennant flying from its flag- time, but, Imbued with that spirit of I returned the engraving to the portstaff. The wharf master told me the Independence which Is becoming so folio and Cameron restored it to the
boat belonged to a wealthy Chicago general among our American women, cabinet where tt was kept. I couldn't
manufacturer, a man whose name was she had wished to demonstrate that, entirely recover my equilibrium. The
of Public Schools In Japan.
known In financial circles throughout with her own hands, she could make a incident bad upset me completely and Influence
Educational work begun by forthe country. For that reason I will living Independent of the resources I could not shake off the suspicion
She had branched which had come to me upon seeing the eigners la still to a considerable decall him Mr. Cameron. He and his she possessed.
gree Inspirited by Japanese who have
I felt like a criminal
honeymoon
In
out
work, be said, and engraving.
commercial
spending
their
were
bride
on the boat, making a cruise down the had made quite a snug sum In this heartily ashamed of my doubts, but I been educated abroad: but at present
could not get rid of them.
there are only about 80 foreigners In
Mississippi and around the coast to way.
"Mrs. Cameron came into the room the whole system of government
his winter home on the gulf. They
"He left me for a moment and reemployed
had stopped over at this point to visit turned with a portfolio of drawings at this point her face full of rich schools (beside a number
schools) of
with friends.
which he spread upon the table and color. She had finished her fudge by the prefectoral high
and wanted her husband and whom not one Is In the administration.
"That very night I met the couple displayed with apparent pride. The making
me to pass judgment upon it. We What is now being done in Japan la
was
a
In
collection
the
picture
first
my
by
chum's
given
reception
at a
the work of Japanese, who are Intent
copy of the White House portrait of went out on tne deck, where, on
sister. Although receptions, as a rule,
dainty table, the plates of candy were on keeping up the national traditions
pen
In
Washington,
done
President
are a weariness of the flesh to me, I and Ink. As I looked at the Intricate cooling. I forgot my misgivings in of language, literature and governfrankly enjoyed this one. I waa honest network of lines something about It the pretty pride which Mrs. Cameron ment The schools are good; they are
enough to admit to myself the reason. seemed familiar, seemed to suggest exhibited over her handiwork. She in the western manner; they open the
I had spent a great portion of the a picture I had seen somewhere, and waa more charming than ever In the way to a knowledge of the English
evening chatting with Mrs. Cameron. I scrutinised it closely, a vague sen- simple bouse gown she wore, her face language as a vehicle tor western
stove, learning; hut It may fairly be doubted
She was n talented woman and as en- sation of uneasiness dawning In my pink with the bending over the
seen
so
I
thought
never
I
beau whether they are n westernizing
had
pen
In
were
as
number
of
a
her
conversation
There
mind.
gaging in her
woman.
not
been
bad
If
a
she
tlful
good
figures
saying
a
heads
and
and
of
Is
which
sektchea
appearance,
married I am sure I would have fallen
In love with her. I admired her ex
travagantly, but I did not love her, for
I nave never been a man who could
love another's wife.
"This was to be our last evening
with them. On the morrow I waa to
ous manner about them, so charming for a breakfast food company. In one retara to Washington and the house
Godboat. Owl, was to resume Its joruney
In the newly married If not overawe. corner of which was a bust of the
My vacation
The boat was a floating pebvee in dess of Liberty which immediately down the Mississippi.
miniature, and yet there waa the home suggested the head of Henry day on was at an end.

deal for her conversation.

She and landscapes,

few pastels and water

her husband Invited me to visit them colors, and, towards the back of the
an Invitation which portfolio, I came upon tome samples
on the house-boaI accepted the very next afternoon, of commercial work letter heada,
carda pamphlet covers, and the like
for they had quite captivated me.
"They bad been married only two and, to my utter amazement, a delimonths, and there was that ingenu cate piece of steel engraving, a coupon
t,

Frank About It
The day after the clnb meeting the
lady egotist and the sarcastic lady met
again.
"I suppose," said the former, "that
the rest of you talked about me after
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I left"

"Oh, no," rejoined the latter. "We
tired of that subject while you were

there."
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ful.li-.i.-.- l
in Sda.1 at Ala.
WWJ
RiiHturJu. Otero I'.ianry, N. M.

$1.50 a Year

adjustable

straps,

no possibility of tearing
the cloth. Win reduce

Entered at the poetofticc in Alamoirordo,
Nlexit... for transmiaeloii ihroug-the
an
mi StSSl matter.

!few

a

to three
inches across the ab
domen. Made of a good

ail.

ADVERTISING RATES.
Beginning August 1. tbe following
advertising rate- - will become effec
tive In The Alamogordo News Abso
lutelv no concessions to anyone.
Professiuial Cards occupying 1
Mien or MM space, si a month.
Plain Display advertising, 15 cents
per single column inch each Insertion.
Display Ads nulalnli.g only a
reasonable amount of price list matter 20 cents per single column inch
each isue. Display Ads containing
large amount nf figures and price
li.st matter, 38 cents per single eolumn
inch each issue.
Locals or reading notices. One
Cent a word each Issue.
No charge
made by the line.
If locals are
wanted in black face type, double

price will bo charged.
Figures
count same as words.
Minimum charge on local readers.
25 cents Minimum charge on display advertising. SI OU.
Cards of thanks, resolutions of re
aped, obituaries and notices of
churches and societies where an ad
mission (ee is charged to the affair
advertised, one cent a word.
These prices are the same as are
charged by all other county seat papers in the territory.

NEW EDUCATIONAL
FEATURES.

figure two

quality

Coutil,

side steels,

6

double

hose sup-

porter attached. Every
pair warranted to give
satisfaction.

For Sale By
G.

J. WOLFINGER

Hot Weather.
Saturday, Sunday and Monday
were three of the hottest days
experienced in this section this
summer. The weather contin-

ued exceedingly warm until
Tuesday forenoon, when a light
shower cooled things off. Cloud- croft also suffered from the heat.
Here's hopin' the social committee will be successful in
financing the proposed $25,000
ciuo house, buoh a building
properly maintained would be
worth thousands of dollrrs to
Alamogordo and Otero county.

The News has but one criticism
The New Mexico Normal to make of the local base ball
School, located at Silver City, association and that refers to
seems to be as liberal as it is the matter of starting the games
meritorious. It will pay the rail- at exactly the time advertised.
It is an irupositien to ask the
road fare (except for seventy-fiv- e
miles) of any New Mexico stu- pubiic to be on hand at ii:',i0 and
dent who will promise to teach then call the game half an hour
and who will attend the school later. We have been told that
as least eight weeks in succes- in the future all sames will besion, this applying to any term gin at the time advertised. We
hope this information is correct.
within the year.
Grades made at any session of
the school are taken by the TerIt will be a great pleasure to
ritorial Board of Education in the local bar association to learn
of
lieu
examinations and are ap- that Cooley has named Chas.
plicable to any grade of certifi- Downs as clerk of the court P.
of
cate, county or Territorial. Its the sixth district. Downs was
professional diploma calls for a appointed by Mann and has prov
life certificate from the Terri- ed himself an efficient clerk
torial Board of Education, hon- while Mann was in office. He
ored not only in New Mexico but has won the
admiration and es
in Arizona, Idaho, Michigan, teem of every
member of the
Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, bar in the district. Downs
ii
Oklahoma
a n d Washington. one of
most popular men it
the
Moreover its academic and busi- the territory
but his
ness courses are equally efficient ment was made
on merit only.
and creditable.
Tucumcari News.
Board and room at the dormitories give students first class
accomodation
at actual cost. Chas. P. Downs, clerk of the
Those who are interested in se- district court under Judge Mann,
to the
curing a first class school for has been
their children should take ad- office by Judge Cooley. Mr.
Downs has made an efficient and
vantage of these liberal offers.
accomodating clerk, and will be
of valuable assistance to the new
Just for This Week?
judge until he becomes acquaintThe Artesia hotel is sporting ed with the people and the rou
a new sign this week.- Pecos tine of office. The appointment
Valley News.
is "popular one. Carrizozo News.

Patronize the ball games.

Hagerman is getting ready to
vote $25,000 worth of bonds for
the purpose of building waterworks.
According to the report of
Territorial Auditor Charles V.
Safford, Otero county has
in its treasury.
$34,-954.-

The 19th Infantry band from
Fort Bliss has visited our city
twice within a fortnight. It is
one of the finest musical organizations in the Southwest and is
composed of a gentlemanly lot
of men. Alamosordo likes the
Fort Bliss band and hopes that
it will be here again.

Presbyterian Church.
Sunday school 10 a. m.
Preaching at 11 a. m. and 7 :30
The W. O. T. U. will hold it
regular meeting Tuesday at
o'clock p. m., at the Presbyter
lan church.
Mrs. Estelle B. Smith.
Christian Church.
fciu. Stacy riuiiiws. the new
pastor, will preach Sunday a. m
at 11 and at 7:45 in the evening
Hverybody invited.
Sunday school at 10 a. m.

Current Comment
BY

With you and with me it is no
joke to say that silence is gold
en.
But apply that old saying to
I he Peerless,'
Wm. J. isryan,
and it does become a joke. Mr
Bryan will make a short visit to
New Mexico in September. Ar
tesia pays $400 for a talk of an
hour and a quarter, while for one
ir's entertainment (Jarlsbad
will be taxed $300. Just $5.10 a
minute that's all.
If we hot air peddlers here
could command the same rate of
pay Alamogordo would soon be
come 1 he little city of million

aires."

Please try to forget the hardship which that would work on
those who had to listen.
:o

:

see them walking down
street men, women and

You

the
children, now deftly swatting
with a practiced short arm jab,
and again lunging wildly from
the shoulder. You are a stranger
here, and you think they are
dippy that by some curious mistake you have landed in the

loony town.
But you are wrong.
They are of the vast army of
cotton
Alamogordo's
pickers.
They are merely protecting their
eyes from the downy, fleecy bits
of cotton that the summer
breezes send swirling, scurrvine.
eddying from the beautiful trees
that line and shade our streets.

GRAND CONCERT
TONIGHT
THE HILTON TRIO of Boston

--

CLASSIFIED

ADS.

Rates for advertisements In this column
one cent a word each insertion. Minimum chance 25 cents

-

A. Harris, team man
airer of the now famous Alamos,

that to J.

Card of Thank.
To kind and loving friends and
the community at large.
We the undersigned express
our deeD sDDreciation for the
love and sympathy betcwed upon
us during our late bereavement.
8. S. HOPPER,
MOLLIE H. LANE,
L. PEARL ARNOLD.

'

Humor a Philosophy

tainment.

:o

:

When the local comnanv of
ihe National Guard was being
organized one of the principal
nducements held out to Dros- pective members was the encampment which is being held
at Las Vegas.
Circunistrnce8 and conditions
which were not forseen at the
time the organization was plan- nea have arisen. Some of the
best and most representative
citizens of Alamogordo. acting
upon their best judgment, have
deemed it impracticable, or at
least undesirable, to send this
company to the encampment.
plea was sent to territorial
leadquarters. As a result the
company has been relieved of
the necessity of attending.
A good many members of the
company are disappointed, and
quite naturally so. And a few
members teel so much aggrieved
and incensed that thev hlLVA
thrown judgment to the winds
and are talking at random.
1 want to warn these last men.
troned members that everv un
kind remark thev make nrinf
the "powers that be" is turning
to a stumbling block in the way
of securing an armorv. Whon
the next legislature is convened
the same political infliiPimo
which you are railing out against
will be absolutely necessary to
secure the passage of an appro-

By Frlda
J. W. Tompson, Eso ,

M.

CAUTION.

r

Insurance Policy

we

I have heard somawher a rumor
That a red hot stov I hot.
That seems plausible, 1 grant It,
And la true as like as not.
till I wouldn't hav you quota m
As indorsing what they say-J- ust
let me be noncommittal;
It I much the safest way.

I have read it

In the paper
Tou know how such things sppese
That a millionaire has money.
If It's true, it Isn't queer.
Still you know soma reckless Hat,

ments

Are brought forward by the press.
It as a riddle
That 1 wouldn't car to guess.

So I'll pas

What's tbe use to hold opinions?
On the surface things appear

Just as plain as

A B certain.
Very positive and clear.
But there Isn't any money
In believing this and that;
It won't buy the baby dresses
Or your wife a summer hat
A

Financier.

(uncle n
I

a
"pil

FRtNZICO

Eckinan.
DenuU

Alamogordo. New Mexico,
Atty. for Plalutlff.

First Pub. July IS; last Pub. Aug.

IS,

Notice For Publication.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR.
U. S. Land Office at Las Cruces. N. M.
July 8, 1UU9.
Notice is hereby viven th.it;"ld Huh.
biclc. Committee of Estate of Amelia i
Pierce, of Alamogordo. N. M., who, on
April id, 1908. made Homestead Entry

No. 5S50 I serial ltír.7RI. for WUVRi-.and
Section 32, Township lfi
S.. Ranee . 10 . N M P MeriHin., i,..
filed notice of intention to make Final
Five Year Proof, to establish
lim
to the land above described, before John
M. Itowman, Probate Clerk, at Alamogordo, N. M., on the 2th day of August,

ENW,

Claimant names
Leslie Drew.
Mrs. Fannie Neal,
Tom Charles.
Jno. F. Mellener.

as witnessesof A
of
do
Ho
of
of
do

Josk Gonzai.ks, Register.
First Pub. July 15: last Pub. Aug.
Contest Notice No. 2101.

5.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
U. S. LAND OFFICE.
Las Cruces. N. M.

July ,,

1909.

A sufficient contest, allidavii havln"
been liled in this office by Clarence C
Chase, contestant, against Hugh Shields'
Entry, No. 591Í 02039, made June
15th. 1908, for NttSWW and 8W.S1.
Sec. 30; and NESE)4. Section 27
Towrshlp 11 S Range 9 E.N M P
Meridian, by Hugh Shields, Contestee'
in which It Is alleged that said Hugh
Shields has wholly abandoned and that
he has made no improvements whatever
nor has he ever estahiisin.it r,...
on land. Said parties are hereby notl- respona, ana offer ev"""
idence touching sild allegation at 10
o'clock a. m on 2nd dav of Sept., 19119
before John M. Bowmati, Probate Clerk
Alamogordo, New Mexico, and that Una!
hearing will be held at 10 a'clock. a m
ou 13th Stpt.. 1909, belore the Register
aud Receiver at tbe United States Laud
Office in Las Cruces. New Meilco.
The said contestant having, in a
per affidavit, filed July 2nd, 1909, tiro
set
for
facts which show that after'due
diligence personal service of this notice
can not be made, it Is hereby ordered
and directed that, seen notice be glva
by due and proper publication.
Joss Oonzai.ss. Register.

First Pub. July 15; last Pub. Aug. 12.
Notice For Publication,
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
O. S. Land Office

at

Lag Cruces, N. M.,

July

9, 1909!

r.

ñww?

I-

-

Jerzykowskl

Merchant Tailor
Quinliveh Block.

and Property with an

mm

on or before the 14th dav August A. D.
r.ioa, aeeree fro umtesio therein will be
rendered against you.
Chai. P. Downs. Clerk,

Notice Is hereby given that Joseph
8
Morgan, of Alamogordo, N. M.. who, on
April 28, 1904, made homestead entry
No 4191 (serial ot seat
..i
g
".WM Sec" 24
23, sw
25 and ne
Spc. 26. lwnrtlp 17
S , range 9 E N. M. P. Meridian,
ha.
Hied notice of Intention to
make
proof, to establish claim to the final
land
above described, before John M Bow
.,
.
man. Prohate fllorb
'
a.auiognrdo.
N. M on the 26lh day of
August
1909
L &- mailt namn. noo -- I.
.messes:
u. M. Lee, of Alamogordo,
N. M
OO
u.ii.vu, oi
'
A. Bacca, cf
j0
Wm. Coe, of
do
J0815 Uonzauw, Register.
rrir,

Protect Your Life

a.

notion that tho oooaa
la In apota a trifle wet;
I
Tea,
might say I fool córtala
Though I wouldn't ear to bet.
While the evidence to prove It
la authenticated wall
And at time looks quit convincing.
Still on cannot always tell.

Foot-Eas- e

Nation declares that in the
big Fourth of July celebration,
Alamogordo was certainly the
ig noise." And you will find
after a longer acquaintance that
.Nation usually knows what he s
talking about.
In this instance, anyway, some
five thousand people agree with
him.
It was a celebration with a
program so varied that everyone
could find some feature particu- arly to his liking. The stellar
attraction was of course the 19th
Infantry band from Fort Bliss.
Everybody enjoyed keenly that
xcellent music.
Visitors and strangers who
were here have gone their sev- al ways cherishing in their
hearts and memories a kindlier
feeling for the beautiful little
lty that entertains so royally.
And the people here have
reason ts renew their faith and
confidence in their ability to do
whatever you will.
Ihe Alamo Business Men's
Club Fourth of July committee
and the various
worked earnestly and effectively.
They are deserving of the warmest congratulations.
Likewise
the Social committee, which
more than once hurried to the
rescue with finances and enter-

Muí

a

SHAKE INTO YOUR SHOES
belongs the greater part of the
A Ilea's Foot Bate,
Relieves pain
credit for the existing enthus ful, amartille, eervoaspowder.
feet and ingrowing
nails, and instantly take the atiar oat of
iasm and excellence of the team. corns
and bnaioaa. It's tbe tr rvateai comfort
Early last spring he picked up discovery of tbe ara. Allen's
makes
new shoes feel easy. It is a certain
or
tirbt
season
fragments
of last
the
care for wealing . calloas, swollen, tired, aching feet. Try it t4ar, s"'' by an DrargiMs
team and with the addition of and
Shoe Storea. By mail for 25c. la stamp.
new material beiran to build a Don t icctpt ar wittikite. Trial package FREE.
Address Allen S Qlmstead, Le Roy. N. Y.
new team.
There was no interest or en
thusiasm in the public at that
Legal Notices.
He
time yet he persevere!.
made good with the boys of the
team through his unfailing fair First Pub. June Í4; last Pub. July IS.
Matice of Publication
ness and honesty.
Time and again he dug down Id tbe District Court
into his own ola jeans ana County of Otero. )
produced the coin necessary to No. 851.
Prudle Spradlen
keep the team from falling to
vs.
pieces.
Luther C. Spradlen
The next time you almost en
The said defendant, Luther C. Sprad
joy yourself to death over a rat len, Is hereby notified that a suit in di
tling good game at Athletic Park vorce has been commenced against you
in the District Court for tbe County of
just remember that Harry Har Otero,
Territory of New Mexico, by said
large
measure
entitled
ris is in
rrunte spraaien, alleging abandonment
to the credit for the game that and
that unless vou enter
or cause to be entered your appearance
looks good to you.

priation bill.
If you want that armorv.
your teeth and keep silent until
FOR SALE OR TRADE
Farm, 120 acres, 3 miles north of you feel better about it. Then
town. Will trade for live stock you will not make remarks
or town property. Address Box which will antagonize those who
might help us.
19, Alamogordo.
2t

TO TRADE Desirable real
estate for mares from vearlimrs
ML to six years old. Address F. M.
Greene, Atlanta, Texas.
30
The members of The Hilton Trio Misses Eva Hilton Viva
FOR RENT Brounoff's Ponu- Head and Edith Chapman are graduates of the Boston Conservatory of Music. They have appeared in a number of Mew Mexico lar Theatre. Fine for dances,
moving picture shows, theatri
towns and have given perfect satisfaction.
They have been cals, public meetings,
etc. Low
here
brought
at a great expense and Alamogordo music lovers
are asked to show their appreciation by attending the concert. rates. Building is nicely locatHas five exits, 56 electric
This Trio will be one of the attractions at the Mountainair Chau- ed.
lights, large stage, fiue scenery.
tauqua this year.
Cool
and pleasant.
See M.
Brounoff at residence over thea
fldnjissioQ 50- and 75c.
Tickets at Warrens'. tre.
24t,f

Brouneff 's Popular Theatre 8 P.

Where To Buy It.
The Newt is on sale in Alamogordo at Warren Bros.'
Price 5 cents a
durg store.
copy.
Clouderoft people will find
The News on sale at Bailey's
Pharmacy.

1

Membra Viaja

El Paso, with her accustomed
vigor and determination, has de
clared war on the vags.
And in the spirit and the letter of the law which is now being so rigidly enforced, these
male hangers-o- n
in the tenderloin reservation are finding it
necessary to fold their tents and
move on, out into the wilderness
where civilization has not reached and common decency is unknown.
And in truth and justice those
abominable creatures are deserving of no clemency or mercy.
Two avenues lie open to them
complete and absolute reforRevised VWeklv.
mation or exile from the abode
of
people.
Baptist Church.
El Paso, with the relentless
S.
Pastor
B. Callaway will and invincible power of her good
preach at the First Baptist people behind her, is tracing
church Sunday at 11 a. m. and this handwriting upon the wall :
7:30 p. m.
"Choose ye this day whom ye
Sunday school at 9 :45 a. m.
will serve."
Strangers welcomed.
:o :
so
While
many
of us are waxM. E. Church, South.
ing enthusiastic over baseball,
All regular services will be and glowing descriptive dope is
held at the M. E. Church, South, being written concerning this
next Sunday.
player and that, I want to pay
Sunday school at 9:45 a m.
tribute to "'The man behind the
Preaching at 11 a. m.; subject team."
"Contentment."
With credit and honor to all,
Senior League at 3 p. m. Jun- without the remotest intention
ior League at 4. m.
of disparaging the capable efforts
Rev. J. B. Cochrane, of El of any of the workers, I declare
Paso, will preach at the evening
hour.
A cordial invitation is extend- -

Churcf Notices

Why doesn't someone kill the
"Is it hot enough for you" fiend?

Pastor.

non-churc-

perfectly smooth buckle.

Advance.

in

ride

Tin,

Grace Methodut Episcopal Church
Sunday School at 10 o'clock.
Preaching at 11 a. m. and 7 :3
p. m.
h
All strangers and
members are cordially invited.
Joint H. Mchkat, Pastor

STYLE No.

litar.

W. V.

Custom Tailoring In
latest
Choice Patterns always In styles
stock
Dry Cleaning and Rena,r:
Goods guaranteed not
to shrink
Ladles' Uoods a special

rttiiiHfiriHDauwfu.

"Is your uucle a smart man?"
"I should sny he is. It Is impossible
to get nhead of him."
"IIow does he show It?"
"Well, when be came to this country
he didn't have a cent"
"And now?"
"He owes $10."
Cam

Too Late.

"Tou advertised no mosquitoes it
this resort," sttld the newcomer with
some exasperation in his voice, after
making a tour of the grounds.
"Yes?" replied the landlord, uot
showing any great amount of interest
"When was It you read that advertisement?"
"Why, way last winter when we
planned to come."
"Well, there were no mosquitoes
then and I can prove It Just ask
any one who wintered here."
To Save Bookkeeping.

"Let me sell you some mlnini
stock
"What Is the price?"
"Only 3 cents now, but it Is bouud
to go to $1 by the first of the year."
"Couldn't you sell me a few hundred
shares on time and come around the
first of tbe year and pay me tbe $1 uud
keep out the 3 cents?"

r

They Never Suspect.
"Don't you think the world would be
happier If we had a school to tea. h
all young men tbe duties of husband?"
"Sh! Don't mention it Tbey never
could be coaxed up to the prosiug
point If tbey knew what they were up
against."
Seemed Natural.
"Tbe Russian Immigrants felt it
home right away."
"Tes; they lauded on tbe Fourth of
July."
Doesn't Look the Part.
The Chinaman la guilty.
But how could he Invent
The noisy ti ecracker
And look so Innocent T
Quit

So.

"What is your idea of a brave man?"
"One who dares to wear last
straw hat" '

sutu-snr- 's

PERT PARAGRAPHS.
We can't always Judge a
man correctly by

the book he

fMTT7H.

writes; be probably needed tbe
money.

It

bard

la

work to drive a
dollar Into a

bank,

but

it

comes out with

the

slightest

scratch
pen.

of

When a woman means business,
there's always something doing.
There's reason In everything but s
woman, and she can do without It herself, being the reason for everything.
These hot enmmer days the evaporation Of irrnv 'nafta In ... Km In varT
rapid and very noticeable.
Bad temper In other people) lnvarla- bry seems unjustifiably Irritating and
HI

bred.

We smile at the Idiosyncrasies of our
neighbors and Imagine them always
thinking of us with great respect

i

A. F. Menger THE

POPULAR DRY GOODS
CO.

(IncorpsrsM)

MASONIC

Agerjt
Teotb St.
Phone 134 U.b...t.h..l.tL
J

,AM

TEIIPIF

t..,n,

Ti.T

Some people cant find tlmsto do
their work, hut they Invariably find
time to draw the pay.

If we could alter our styles of personal architecture at will, no doubt
the weather would always seem right

Licaped, Tb.ro Pardoned.

Onyx Enameled Ware
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
We will place on sale Thousands of Pieces
of the Famous ONYX WARE at GREATLY
REDUCED PRICES. Below we list only a
few of the many bargains in this ware.

Ia rrpnii. l
petit loot Oon

ONYXW ARE Pail. Regular price is $1.00 everywhere.
Special price FRIDAY and as long
as they last only
49c
This is a rare opportunity to get $1
and

Price Now
Quality
values ior Only 49c.
guaranteed.
Selection
49c
These are highest grade goods.
No Seconds.
Also at 49c we will sell you
your choice of hundreds of
large pieces such as 6 quart
preserving kettles, double
cereal boilers, covered Ber-

quart

Pots Like Cut and
many other desiraole pieces.
All regular 25 cent
pieces are now I c
on sale at only I Jb
Stew pans, wash basins, milk pans, pudding pans, mixing
many
other similar pieces.
bowls and
Coffee

appreciated.
Our people are indebted to
the base ball association for the
concert as it was through their
efforts that the band was induced
to remain over until Monday.

75C

Preserving season is at hand and you will
need many kettles and pans. BETTER
SUPPLY YOUR WANTS At THESE
PRICES. THEY WONT LAST LONG.

THE PRINCE STORE
LL'
W. A.

S

Mrs. Ueorge Duncan and children
will leave today for Carlsbad where they
will make their future home.

i

Reed was

Siturdav and Sunday.

Charles P. Downs
Friday
Cruces

a business

from

Frank L.

Garrett, a

A girl was born to Rev. and Mrs.
capitalist, from Marysvme. mo ,
iilc the city visiting Judge J. W Tomp-sc- John Meeker Monday.
n

and family.

Mrs. Maude Brooks left Friday
for W Augelps
where she expects to
resido In the future.
She has a host of
friend? In Alamogordo who wish her
happing on the coast.
The nuoi. ammunition,
uniforms.
Moiling utensils and other equipment
'or the local militia company, arrived
Monday and Quarter Master Sargeant
K. H. Uudger Immediately became tha
busiest man In tha city.
"Doc" swears
there's a million or two topante and
distinct anieles and each and every one
... KIim anil
(tí itiAH.
.
ft.
.uaiu Uftftvo unm U I...IUÍI
"
luiuivnu
li held responsible (or the whole
i

outfit.

W. Cushall, recently aapolnt- .
- ...
...ft. .. Ii .ft,,.
auparmtenaent 01 wiegru
Southwestern lines was In Alamogordo
Monday.
Mr. Cutshall was the guest
of Dr. I'.ryau
at the hospital.
Miss Eva Hilton, ane of the members
o the Hilton
Trio, is a cousin to O. J.
Wol finger, one of our leading merchants.
Dr. lone M. Hullett returned Tuesday
from a visit with Hlghrolls friends.
W. H. Nation did not arrive here
Thursday from Oklahoma as was exported.
He writes that he will be here
Harvey

!.

tomorrow.

Miss Brma Singleton passed through
here Thursday un her way from El Paso
to Amarilla, Texas, where she wtll visit
an uncle.
Mr. and Mrs. H. It. York are entertaining their dang liter, Mrs. Will Johnson, who arrived Saturday.
Mrs. Margeret.Hanna has returned to
her home in San Bochelle after a two
weeks visit In the city.
George Tompson, Mitchell Major and
Reardow
Larchmlller have returned
from a flshiug trip on the Ruidoso.
J. F. Clifton Is in Oklahoma oo a visit.
Deputy Forest Banger C. P. (lege,
who went to Gallup recently, writes
the News that he has been assigned to
St. Michaels, Arizona, In the midst of
He
the Navajo Indian reservation.
states In his letter that he Is glad to re
ceive The News that It reminds him
of a good country.
Patrick Cain, of St. Louis, arrived
here Sunday to be with his son, John,
who has been quite sick for two weeks.
The latter expects to leave this afternoon with his father for St. Louis.
The school board will hold a meeting
tonight for the purpose ot letting the
contract for the erection if the new
High school building.

tepmentatlve O. E. Moffatt was
bore from Orograode Tuesday.
Miss Nellie Martin has returned to
The quality is remembered
'oo city after a pleasant visit to her long after the price is forgotten
aomo In Mississippi.
L. R. Hughes, grocer.

Reputation For Reliability
The most valuable asset in any Drug Store.
In soliciting your prescription business we refer yon to the
They know. It's
Medical Profession as to onr reliability.
their dnty to know. And it's to your interest to know.

Let as fill your prescriptions.

Warren Bros., Druggists.

On The

Corner

litA'l

aasn

PLAYED

BALL

'it amirs la

nxilhrti

Urn

la

nibbtnc faih- - r'a anas
With biirnliikt liniment,
fne huuar la Maw a tlruccUt's shop,
fttrnni odors All the hall.
Aad day sad night ws hear asa tros.
Btn- - father played baseball.

la

Re's forty past, but he declared
That he was young as ever.
And In his youth, he said, he was

A best; Unit player clever.
So when the luminosa men arranged
A fsme they came to call
Ob dud and asked him If he thoug-h-t
That he could play baseball.

Aren't roa ailing oat a

Land men, . and other who
desire the highest grade of
work on their booklets, catalogues, etc., will find they can
secure such work at home by
patronizing The News' job
office. We make a specialty
of work in this line and have
a shop equipped for the production of the better kind of
Printing.

sir.

First 8tmiiter But I overheard yon
say you followed the medical profes
slon.
Second

Stranger And so I do.
an undertaker. Detroit Tribune.

I'm

Charming.
Mother In I.aw- - Has the young man
who saved my life yesterday called
upon you yet?
Yes, indeed, he has al
ready made bis spologies. Translated
For Transatlantic Tales From File
geude Blatter.

t plnyed In nfteen ye
Bsld father, "but I know
That I can atop the (rounders hot.
And I can make the throw.
I used to play a corklna came;
The curves I know them all,
And you can count on me, you bet.
To join your game of ball."

"I haven

On Saturday the game was played.
And all of us were there.
Dad borrowed an old uniform
That I'asoy used to wear.
He paid three dollars for a glove.
Wore spikes to save a (all:
Be had the makeup on all tight
Wlun father played baseball.

The Distant Relative.
"The Parkorg have all gone Into deep
mourning for a very distant relative
Don't you think ifs a sign they're
rich?"
"No. It's a sign that the distant rel
atlve was rich." New York Life.

At second base they stationed him.
A liner came his way.
Dad tried to atop It with his knee
And missed a double play.
He threw Into the bleachers twice,
He let a pop fly fall;
Ob, we were all ashamed of him
When father played baseball.

QEORGE 0. BRYAN,
Physician and Surgeon

He tried to run. but tripped and fell.
He tried to take a throw.

put three fingers out of Joint,
And father let It go.
He slopped a frrounder with his face.
Was splki d. nor was that all.
It looked to ua like suicide
When fulher played baseball.

It

At last he limped away, and now
He HunVrs In UiscTaee;
His arms arc balheil In liniment;
Court plaster hides his face.
He says his back Is breaking and
His legs won't move at all.
It made ;i wreck of faihcr when
He tried lo play baseball.

The Exception to the Rule.
You're reading of a heroine who saves a
rushing train
By crawling o'er a slender bridge in time
of wind and rain:
She waves the danger signal a wisp of
burning hay
The train is stopped and here It comes,
as night doth follow day:
"Then she fainted away!"

The smell of arnh a abounds,
Ho hobbles with a cane:
A row of blisters mar his hands;
He la In constant pain.
But, lame and weak as father Is,
He swears he'll lick us all
If we dare even speak about
The day he played baseball.
Detroit Free Press.

Tou read of some bold holdup, who
outckly nut to rout
By a muscular young lady who nearly
knocked him out;
Tou learn how with two uppercuta she
won the short affray.
And at the end you will not fall to get
this news passe:
"Then she fainted away!"

Not Very Strong.

But take a bargain Monday a great crush
at the store;
Around the ribbon counter the tides of
commerce roar;
She plunges In the vortex and fights as
best she may.
But when this struggle's over no truthful
man can say:
"Then she fainted away!"
Denver Republican.

Hospital Phone 3,

Res. Phones.
ALAMOGORDO.

CHERRY

Office Upttairs

First National Bank Building.

H. MAJOR,
Attorney at Law.
Rooms

and

10,

GILBERT,

Offiice, Upstairs in the Gilbert Building.

Phone

Robert

PERT PARAGRAPHS.

Reappearances are sometimes more
deceptive than appearances.
A thing Is cither brave or foolhardy

according to whether it succeeds or
falls.
A lie crushed to earth will lie ther- esometimes.

'Ah, pore feller! 'K alius said as 'e
was weak there." Tatler.

Alamogordo. N. M.

13.

Newton WoodwoHb
Inliig Eailacer

Examinations and reports.
References exchanged.
Box 371.

J

.

.

.

W. MILLER.
PHYSICIAN AND S URO EON,
Telephone No. 20.

O.

NO. W. TOMPSON,
Lawyer,
Practice in all coarta and government
Departments.

Offices, Suite 3 and 4 First National Bank

Building. Alamogordo.

j)R.

J- -

G. HOLMES.
Physician.

Don't take up so much room and you
won't be so apt to have your claim
Jumped.

Liberal, Indeed.
pay to remember everything
you read," grumbled Sandy Pikes as
he wrapped his shins around the brake
wheel.
"Speaking from experience, pard?"
asked his chum of the fast freight.
"You bet old pal. I seen an Item
Shiffler to Resign?
in de paper dat said people with big
were always generous, so when
A report is current that Cap ears
I stopped at de wayside cottage and
will
in
O.
Shiffler
hand
R.
tain
found de lady bad large ears I told
his resignation as captain of the her I knew she was generous."
"Great hoboes! And did she give yon
local militia company tomorrow anything?"
evening after drill. It is known
"Yep, she gave me a piece of her
that the captain expects to leave mind. Den she said her husband had
Alamogordo soon. First Lieu big ears also."
"Üut's de limit And did be give yon
tenant T. B. Kennedy seems to anything?"
"Sure! He turned out to be a judge
be the favorite as a successor to
and gave me thirty days." Chicago
Captain Shiffler.
News.

9

First National Bank Building.

D R. J. R.

Get Ready.
An off year 'tis In polities.
So we'll rest up this summer.
For all the signs in sight declare
Next year will be a hummer.

chest."

SHERRY,

&

'

So Hire old Bill's gone, as 'e? 'Ow
was be killed?"
'Three ton o' cement fell on his

N. M.

Attorneys at Law

The Great Trouble.
J
"Really,"' said Xurleh self compla
cently, "it's easy enough to make mon
ey."
"Yes," replied the counterfeiter ab-sentmiudedly, "but the trouble Is to
Philadelphia
get It into circulation.
Press.

Rural Route.
Postmaster Hawkins has been
notified by the department that
an inspector will arrive here soon
for the purpose of looking over
the proposed rural route. Since
the roads have been opened, it
is believed that the route will
be established. More than 100
settlers signed the petition ask
ing for the route. Urogranae is
also after a route and a petition
containing 60 names has been
sent in to the department.

Rush Jobs Rushed.

FIHE BOOKLET PRIHTIH0

friend
as I'm

Slight Mistake.
roe. bat yon
First Straiiger-Bxcu- se
re phyeklan. I bHteve?
are mistaken,
Second Stranger-Y- ou

cer.

Remember your money is
cheerfully refunded if goods are
not what we claim. L. R.
Hughes, grocer.

little"

refilled the
"Ton probably think so
linitrtitT Fuller in toe face.'
Indeed."

"No

We can help you both in qual
ity and price. Hughes the gro

Rush Jobs Rushed is the motdeMrs. Henderson, of San Roscbelle, is to of The News' job printing
partment. You don't have to
in El Paso visiting her daughter, Mrs. J. II. Tweed
wait two or three weeks to get
and family.
office. Any
returned Mr. and Mrs. Ormal Prague and chil- your printing at this
trip to Las dren, of Carrizo?.!), are here visiting ordinary job printed same day
order is received. Call up 143
relatives.
and we'll be after your order.
prominent

voiine

mA

the Hilton Trio.

The Band Concert.
The 19th Infantry band from
Fort Bliss gave a concert on
court house square Sunday night
The concert began at 9 o'clock,
after services at the various
churches were over, and continu
ed for more than an hour. It
is estimated that more than one
thousand persons enjoyed the
music. The band was at its
best and the many encores were
evidence that its ettorts were

the regular 50c pieces go at 25 cents.

inrAI-ITFM-

ppr

Moreno is an Alamogordo Mex
ican. About three years ago ne
killed Placido Medina. He was
tried before Judge . A. Mann
and given ten years in the pen- tentiarv. liver since, his moth
er has been working for a pardon
for In in.
If the fugitive is aprehended
he will go back to the pen to
serve the rest ot nis term as
Governor Ourry cancelled the
pardon as soon as he learned
that the prisoner had escaped.

Tonight

All

Uk

jolt to tha (oven or to learn that Mo
rano had atada hit aaeapa frota tha
onvlct gang on the Scenic highway
Coneequeotlr tha
and had klddoed.
precedent of years au bunted and no
cnnvlet wit pardoned on tha Ulorlout
Fourth Albuquerque Journal.

This 12 quart Seamless

All the regular $1.25 pieces of the
ONYXW ARE now on sale at only

Curr.

Influsnllal

for
palnv mad nut the pMM
Ciríaco Moreno all read to liberate
Moreno from the Dealleatlarr oo the
Fourth of Jul;. It ew somewhat of a

Come Early and Get Your Pick
of the Big Pieces.

lin kettles, 2 and 3

rn

FATHER

WHEN

Office over Rolland'a Drng Store.

)R.

HULETT,

M. IONE

Osteopathic Physician.
On Tenth St. Opposite the Court

Alamogordo, New Mexico.

H. GUDGER,

R.

Dentist.
Prepared to do porcelain crows and
bridge work, porcelain inlays, also
gold inlays.
OFFICE OVER WARREN'S DRUG STORE.
Rooms F, G aad H.
Phone 77.

'It don't

D

JARVIS,

P.. X. X.

Office over

Phone

Dent s
First National

ALAMOGORDO,

When things start to go to destruction, sit still In the sunshine and bid
them good speed.
Still, a girl might be able to chaw
gum and yet be worthy a good man's
love.

About the only essential to success Is
In you

that others should place faith
and let a few dollars follow.

Bank.

71.

N. M.

Real Estate
Farms,

City
Business Bargains, Mountain Ranches
with plenty of Water,
Mining Property, Relinquishments and Live
Stock.

Stock
Homes,

I. N. SMITH & GO.
Looking Fuller In the Face.
It takes bard thinking as well as hard
over
Washington
their
In
Statesmen
adversity.
out
work to knock
Fosr miles northwest of Alamogordo.)
Alaiogordo, Otero Couty, I. M.
black coffee and cigars are telling
More rain is needed!
little story about Chief Justice Fuller
One can't hand out advice and gossip
Arthur Gore loaves for' El Paso this of the United States supreme court at the same time, anyway.
says Judge. The chief justice, so the
week.
The quickest way to get rid of a
S. C. Brown was badly bitten last story runs, met an old time friend,
EL PASO, TEXAS.
after a hearty handclasp Mr. Ful boaster Is to give him a chancólo make
week by his pet doe, San ko. Mr. Brown and
ler remarked:
(Eropean plan)
good.
believed the dog to show signs of Hydro
'Yon are looking exceedingly welL
Rooms 75c $1 and $1.80
phobia and had him killed Immediately.
We suppose Mr. Brown Is In no serious
Conducted in accordance with
danger for be Is seen about.
the sanitary laws of the State of
Texas. The best equipped resJesse Holden has just finished putting
taurant in the Southwest. Headup a windmill and Is also adding a numquarters for stockmen and min
ber of Improvements.
ing men. CHAS. ZEIGEK,rrojj.
Herman A. Proess will leave next
week for other parts in New Meiico,
where he will look after business inte refts.
little Phyllis Phillips was
Monday
caught oo an ant bed and severely
Percheron'Stallion, black' with star.
Foaled May 14,
stiing by the pests. The little child
was in great agony for several hours,
1906 ; bred and owned by A. J. Dodson, Normal,
Fine Camping Ground
the ants having bitten iter on all parta
111. This splendid horse is now the propunder cover.
of the body.
John 0. Minns Is putting In a large
Good Horses, Good Rifts,
erty of the
garden; also a field on tha Carroll homeGood Service
stead.
ALAMOGORDO PERGHERON
BREEDING
ASSOCIATION
Pennsylvania
Ave., Alamogordo.
Will Watson and T. Forrester have
the greenest fields lo this section.
and will make the season at the barns of the
Col. Edglngton Is doing quite a bit of
surveying In these parts. He aspects
Alamogordo Improvement Company.
Terms:
(Successor to W. I., lilies)
to take a surveying part) out next week,
county.
of
the
to locate the western line
$20 to insure ; $10 cash and $10 in 6 months.
General Dray and Transfer Um
J. A. Gore has taken the A. J. Buck
Home Phono 177-P. O. Boi M
farm, where he will harvest a large
Office Pbone 183 Alamogordo, a.
crop of alfalfa and Johnson grass.

Fruitvale.

Hotel Zeiger

'

BARRINGER'S

NO.

46328

fbbh & LtYery stafile

CHAS. I.. WES1
2

CONCRETE

DYKE

Huge Kmbankment Constructed
Cincinnati to Protect Farm
Lands and Road Bed.

H

m Buy a Watch Only of
Retail Jeweler

cu properly adjust ft to
your indi vidual requirements so it will
Por

South Bend Watch
mm

n in tolid ice kttai perfect time

A South Bond Watch, with all the
skill and experience that goes Into
lis construction, would fail utterly as
a perfect
if it wasn't ad
Justed to meet the requirements of
each individual.
You can never huy a South Bead
Watch by mail. They are sold only
by retail jewelers.who are competent
to properly adjust them.
Ak ynur jpwefer to thow yoo a South
a real mMterpleoe of
He ml Watch
m(K'hnmni. Write as ami receive by return mart ot f rw tmok - Sowing how and
why a Sooth Bend Watch keeps accurate
time in ear temperature.
JOWH KKO WATCH CO.. Wa tmi, IW.

I
.a,

mm

A

CEMENT END POST

mm

d0
ma I

I

mm

,JL

aw

Food 1

Products
UkodByThe

Ptoklea

imenta

In order to brace an end post se-- !
ñrat plant the poet 3hi feet
deep, says a writer in Indiana Farmer.
tí sure that the dirt la welt tamped
mound the post. Packing the first foot
Wdll is the moat essential thing in
mr.xlng a post stand firm. Lean the
post back about three Inches. This
leaning causea the post to pull to the
ground instead of lifting out of the
ground, as it will do if it leans the
other way. Then cut a notch about
half way between the ground and top
of tne post for end of brace to rest
in. Then plant a smaller post about
six feet In front of end post for foot
of hrace to rest against, placing top
aide of lower end of brace six inches
below the surface of the ground with
a flat rock under it (to keep the brace
Now
from settling in the ground).
pass three strands of
No. J wire around the two posts, making six strands of wire to twist to-

,r

I.

Fancy Olives

Salad Dressing

Strawberry Preserves
Currant Jetty
Evaporated Milk
Libby's foods are the best
because they are made from
the best fruits and vegetables, by the best methods in

Libby's Great
Enameled White
Kitchens

Insist on Libby's, and you
can depend upon it that
i will get food prod- which are the
l

most satisfactory
k

from the stand

mm warn

point of taste
and purity.

IYoif antl
'

WnPy

lili

Hooper'sDon'tScratch
(Tefterrem)
till
aw

and gusranteed by
druggists to be a satis- factory treatment for
Dandruff and all Scalp
Troubles, fetter, tere
ma. Itch, Ringworm,
Chapped, Sunburned
Face and Hands, Pim
ples, Itching riies,aore,
Sweaty, Blistered Feet,
Cuts, and all Irritations
ot tne bktn. Does not
c
ji Klíaetak .
itnin nrn
pi taa at,
uiioivi
vi
oiaiii)
Two Sizes, 50c snd $1
bottles. Trial Size 10c.
ld

HOOPER MEDICINE

CO.,

Dallas, Texas.

and Jersey City, N. J.

Redder s

anything advertised ta ha columna should insist upon
having what they aik (of, refining all
substitute! or imitations.

Building a Dyke.

(Copyrliht.

SUFFERING

YARN ALL ABBOTT

UN),

Upplncott

by J.

contents.
Though Mr. Riggs had not consciously moved, his visitor seemed instantly aware of his awakening, for
he turned and regarded him intently.
The burglar was a small man, slim
and slightly built not at all the typical midnight marauder but the situation was sufficiently startling, nevertheless.
t
are you doing there?" demanded Mr. Riggs quite unnecessari
ly. His tone was not. perhaps, as
peremptory as it might have been, but
allowances must be made for the
gentlenerves of a quiet, middle-ageman so suddenly awakened.
"What the h
do you think?" responded the burglar genially. He
changed his position slightly and resumed his occupation, keeping, the
while, an eye on his unwilling host.
"What do you mean, sir? This is
an outrage! Leave this house at
I shall call the police!" cried
once!
the latter. He had overcome the unfortunate tendency of his voice to'
tremble and felt that he was handling
this difficult situation rather well.
"Look
here!" said the burglar,
"you've got to cut that out, see? If yer
don't talk, yer won't Ret hurt, but if
yer bother me I'll knock yer d
bald head off, see?"
Mr. Riggs shuddered. He felt that
it was incumbent upon him to do
something but what? He was practically alone in the house, for Mrs.
Riggs and the children were still, so
to speak, being swept by ocean
breezes, and the two servants were,
presumably, enjoying
re
"Wh-wha-

$100,000 in building a concrete dyking along the sides of the roadway,

says Popular Mechlnlcs. The big dyke
will be over a mile long when com
pleted and represents one of the largest pieces of concrete work evet
done In that vicinity. The concreting
slopes at an angle of 45 degrees and
varies in height from 15 to 35 feat.
The illustration gives a scene at the
laying of the concrete on the sloping
sides of the roadway. The concrete is
laid In strips of six feet wide so that
men can work the surface conveniently. When one set of strips Is sufficient
ly hard to bear the weight of the men
the intervening strips are filled In.
FARMING

MODERNIZED.

ONEYEAR

Ce.)

scended as he had come and disappeared In the darkness with bis bur-

d

and flying pencils he told
simply and with
dignity, as becomes a hero. Perhaps
a reasonable amount of exaggeration
might be forgiven in one who had
lived through so strenuous sn experience, but we shudder at the height to
which he must have reached to warrant the following, which appeared in
that afternoon's News:
copy-pape-

s

l",,?"

The Saw Blade Cuts the Tin.
pair of horses. Nail another piece
across the bottom of the parallel
pieces and put the saw In between
them, place the tin flat on top of the
pieces back of the saw and pry down
on the saw handle, as shown In the
sketch, and the back of the saw blade
will cut as good aa tin snips.

Strange Growth of Olive Trees.
Attention is seldom called to a remarkable and curious characteristic
Value of the Barry Patch.
of the olive tree. After many years
Where an old berry patch has been of growth the different larga branches
cleaned out Is fine for a crop of met of the trees separata gradually from
ons or potatoes. Then It should be the trunk until they are quite divided
sown to cow peas or clover. Eelther from one another down Into the root
of these crops are fine for storing up These then slowly move apart, and in
fertility In the soil. An orchard may some Instances six or seven distinct
be started on reasonably thin soil 11 trees stand In the area which before
the proper care la given to store up surrounded the main tree, and they
plenty of fertility for the use of the will sometimes be as much aa 10 feet
trees In producing their crops of fruit apart.

"!'
get?"
They investigated. Except for
the
money and watch, the loss waa
trifling.
Mr. Riggs told his story:
"I was awakened by the villain,"
said he, "Just as he was about making his escape. I seized him
of
course "
"Sure!" Interjected the policeman
"But he held me by the throat with
one hand while he ran downstalra
with the other I mean, he threw me
down and ran."
"He must 'a' been a big devil," said
the officer with deep Interest
"Say
that'll be Beef Nolan. I seen him
hangln' round here the other night
What was he. a big fellow, six feet
two. 200 pounds, scar on cheek, front
teeth out, sandy hair?"
"I I think so," said Mr. Riggs a
tittle overwhelmed by his own mendacity.
"That's all right then. You go back
to bed. I'll take away the ladder
Ha won't bother you again.'' He de

Cured by Lydia E Piole
ham'sVegetableCompound
Milwaukee, Wis.
"Lydta E. Pink
ham's Vegetable Comportad has mad,
turn at wen Woman,
and would like ti
tell the whole world
of it. I sufferel
iromferaale troub!i

I

r

and. fearful pains hi
TOback. InuUtbj
beat doctors ani

his story once more

BURGLARY!
The House of a Prominent Banker En
tered!
IVaperate Battle In the Darkness.
Mr. H. M. Riega Fights for Hla Life with
Heavily-Armed
Scoundrel.
At a lata hour last night burglars enpalatial
tered the
Walnut atreet residence of Mr. Hector Montgomery RlKga.
cashier of the Twelfth National bank
and well known In social and financial
clrclee.
The scoundrels effected an entrance by meana of a ladder from the
yard, and would, doubtless, have ransacked the limine but for the signal bravery of Mr. Riggs. who. awRkened by a
with
slight noise, grappled,
the heavily-arme- d
villains. Hla desperate
resistance so Intimidated the miscreants
that they did not use their weapons, but
e.
were finally glad to make good their
taking with them only Mr. Riggs'
watch a handsome timepiece presented
to him by his associates at the bank
and a large sum of money, of which
they were able to lay hold of during the
melee.

disThe police of ttie Twenty-sevent- h
trict are working hard on the case and
hope to have the gang of marauders behind the bars In the near future. The
leader of the gang is described by Mr.
Brace for Cement End Post.
Riggs as a perfect giant in physique, and
armed
to the teeth, a fact which indiAgriculture
the
escaped
not
has
gethe. Fasten the ends of the wire
cates even more strongly the courage and
together, so they will not slip. Take mighty revolution of machinery that
nerve displayed by the banker.
Fortunately, Mrs. Riggs and the three
a rod about 18 inches long, place be- has swept all kinds of production withcharming children were still at their
tween the six strands of wire and in the last half or even quarter cencountry
home at rteaehhiirst and were
tury.
reMany of our readers can
twlat them together. Do not neglect
spared the annoyance and distress of the
to twist them tight, for this is the member the bull plow with the wood- pose two floors above him. Decidedly, painful incident.
Mr. Riggs. who is a member of the
when the spike tooth
secret in making the posts stay in en mold-board- ;
the wisest course was to lie still. He United and Aldlne clubs and a host of
position. If my instructions are fol- harrow was considered perfection; lay still.
organizations,
other
spent
at
lowed the fence stretcher is not made when seeding and planting of all kinds
The desperate scoundrel
to home, resting and receiving the congratulations of his many friends on hla herothat will move the end post one Inch were mostly done by hand; when the find nothing which took hisseemed
fancy in ism.
cradle gathered and the flail threshed
at the top.
the drawers of the dressing-table- .
As a matter of fact, it was anything
wheat and other small grain.
Enlarging his field of operations, he rather than a
restful day for the
plow,
But the wooden mold-boarPOTATO CULTURE PROFITABLE
a roll of bills from the pock- hitherto quiet
extracted
which was only a few degrees rebanker. Friends, reet of Mr. Riggs' waistcoat as It hung porters,
detectives, beset him all day.
moved
the forked stick of the decorously over
Certain Sections of Country Where savage, from
the back of a chair.
To all he told his story, and to each
hate given place to the chilled
"Say, bo," he said, "that's not all with a
Irish Potato Is Best Growing
growing plenitude of detail
steel share that cuts and turns a clean you've got.
Crop on the Farm.
Where's the rest?"
The somewhat strained tale into
furrow to different widths and depths,
"I I refuse to answer," said Air. which
he had stumbled the night beThere are certain sections of the and under this have been placed Riggs with decision.
fore through a vague feeling that the
"Oh, 'scuse me," said the burglar.
United States which are, owing to cli- wheels so that now the farmer rides
truth would render him ridiculous
as he breaks his land instead of trudg- He
chuckled, but his manner changed seemed less and less extravagant
matic conditions, combined with the ing weary
with
miles in the yielding soil. Instantly as he
nature of the soil, better adapted to Again,
advanced
toa step
each repetition. In fact, by evening
in many places, though not wards the bed.
the growing of the Irish potato than
he had arrived at a state of mind in
"You don't want to get gay!" he
probably any other farm product, and generally, plowing is done by steam
which he believed everything or
as this crop can be marketed at re- and gasoline engines, and these will said, with a threatening gesture.
nearly everything that he told.
agriculture is put more
Mr. Riggs subsided promptly.
munerative prices on an average of increase as
Seeking new worlds to conquer, he
upon a business basis.
"My wallet is under my pillow," he
four years out of five, the farmers of and more
strolled down to his club at twilight.
The harrow has followed the de- murmured.
wnat is known as the "potato disHe was received with quite unusual
.Now yer shoutin'," said the bur
tricts" rely almost entirely upon this velopment of the plow, the spring
product for their money crop; there- tooth and riding disc harrows being glar. "No, you keep yer hands down; empressement. Men whom he hardly
knew came up to him with hearty conI'll git it-fore, It becomes necessary for them quite generally in use and increasing
gratulations. He was pointed out to
yearly.
to secure as great a quantity of tuinserted a grimy hand and strangers.
The riding cultivator Is known in dragged it out.
ber
as possible from each acre of
And right nobly did he sustain this
almost every farm community.
"And here's yer turnip too."
land planted, from a minimum-amoun- t
new-founfame. Nothing
From the same hiding-plac- e
Wheat drills and corn planters put
of labor and expense, in order to get
he ex- been finer, more simple, could have
more rethe greatest percentage of profit ob- In by far the greater portion of these tracted the poor gentleman's handstrained than his manner when, at the
some repeater.
crops, and machines for planting potainable.
"Now,
then," he said, sharply, extempore dinner given in his honor
The soil best adapted to growing tatoes and other root crops are by
"where's your wife's stuff jools and and in answer to tumultuous solicitathe patato is a sandy loam well sup- no means uncommon.
tions, he told his story once more.
things?"
plied with vegetable
matter. This
Another ovation awaited Mr. Riggs
A fortunate diversion relieved Mr.
kind of a soil is not available In all
cases and we have to be content with CUTTING TIN WITH HAND SAW Riggs from the embarrassing neces- at the bank the following morning.
sity of replying. Through the open The president, Mr. Coggswell, arrived
that of a heavier nature. In that case
it is advisable to turn under a sod of Instructions for Cuttinn Metal Whn door of an adjoining room came the a half hour earlier than usual and still
a Pair of Snips Are Not
sound of heavy footsteps in the yard further departed from his usual cussome
character, preferably clover,
Handy.
below and the rapping of a club on tom by smoking a cigar with the hero
which will serve to keep the land In
In the tatter's cosy office.
the pavement.
a mellow condition and retain
They disthe
A carpenter's kit of tools does not
In an Instant the burglar had cussed, with Mr. Rogers, the
moisture longer than If the soil should
usually
a
pair of tin snips, dropped watch and money Into a cacontain
who had also dropped in, the
become more compact.
More attention every year is being and when he is putting on siding or pacious pocket, had unlocked the door general subject of burglary, embelgiven to the selection of seed, and finishing a fancy gable he finds it nec- into the hall, and disappeared through lished with instances from Mr. Riggs"
the most successful potato growers essary to use some tin strips The tin it. Down the stairs he stumbled, and experience.
The tinkle of his 'phone bell Interhave long ago discarded the using of can be cut with the back of a hand in a moment more the front door
rupted Mr. Riggs as he sought for
culls for seed potatoes. Experiments saw. Place two pieces of material closed quietly behind him.
Mr. Riggs arose hastily. A ladder fitting words with which to
have shown that an ordinary size having straight edges together on a
reply,
had been placed from the yard to the
potato, cut in quarters will often pro"Hullo," said a strange
"hullo
rear window, and up It, to the ac- is this Mr. Riggs? Well, voice,
duce 25 to 30 per cent, more salable
companiment of stertorous puffing of Detectives Kelly at citythis Is Chief
potatoes per acre than when cut with
hall. We've
clambered a large policeman.
got a man down here that
only one eye to the piece.
we'd like
Mr.
Riggs
you
to
received
proper
him
precautions are taken and
If
take a look at. He don't anwith all the
dignity compatible with a suit of swer your description
treatments begun In time there are
exactly, but
baby-blu- e
pajamas.
we've got the evidence to connect him
none of the enemies of the potato,
"It
was
a
which, if properly bandied, cannot be
burglar," he said. "He with another burglary in your neighhas escaped by the front door."
borhood and we d like you to see
reduced to a nonentity as far as damhim.
The officer nodded Judicially.
age to the crops is concerned.
Thus it came to pass that Mr RgKS
"They ain't no use chasin' him accompanied by his two fellow
offFor Slugs or Snails.
now," said he; "we'll ketch him
In icers, who had refused to forsake him
Salt is a sure remedy for the slugs
the morning all right, all right' I In this ordeal, crossed for
the first
or snails, says the Ohio Farmer. Disseen the ladder when I com' by so
I time the threshold ot a police station
cretion, however, Is always necessary
From
drop
a
T"
cell half way down stairs
I
w
In its use, as it la liable to kill
In-

Agriculture Has Not Escaped Revolution of Machinery In All Kinds
Industries.

or
jure planta to which it is applied at
freely.
all
We find ordinary
air
lacked lime just as sure to kill a'.ugs
as salt, and probably much cafer.
Slugs are night feeders, leaving their
hiding-placeand feasting on the
leaves first reached (usually the lower
ones) shortly after sundown. To destroy the pest dust the lower parts of
the foliage of affected crops lightly
with the
lime. The effect
Either mailed direct on Is immediate. Next morning you will
find the remnants of the dissolved
receipt of price.
slugs.
at

C

Hector
Mr.
When
Riggs awakened suddenly at the chilly and mournful hour of 3 a. m.. It den.
that
was with the distinct feeling
Before Mr. Riggs had finished his
something was wrong. This feeling
the doorbecame a certainty as he opened his toilet a few hours later
eyes In the dim light cast by the bell rung several times. A flustered
street-lamoutside. Before the open maid bore him the Intelligence that
the parlor waa full of gentlemen redrawer of his handsome dressing-tabl- e
stood a man engaged In deftly and porters, they said.
To an Interested circle with yellow
almost noiselessly going through its

'

and Cond-

Mixed Pickles

W
m

By

Montgomery

-

on your table.
Libby's have the right taste,
which is always uniform,
and you can depend upon
Libby's as being absolutely
pure. Try these:

till
M

a

curely.

You will never be disappointed if you use Libby'a

If

The Mendacity of Mr. Riggs

To prevent the Ohio river, during
a flood stage, from sweeping away a
road bed and to protect farm lands,
the city of Cincinnati is spending over

Now to Construct a Pillar That Will
Not Give Way In Stretching
a Fence.

Whole Family

a

at

h

keep perfect time under all conditions.
Never bur a watch by mail, (or no
matter how food you think It is It
will never be accurate unless It Is adjusted for the one who carries It. A

Fro

BRACING

AFTER

PROTECTS.

Jimmy, the burly turnkey, produced
a
man. He was certainly not
the desperate giant of Mr. Rlgg- - description
Small, slight and consumptive-lookinhe hardly reached to the banker's
shoulder.
From above his expanse of
fair
white waistcoat Mr. Riggg looke(j
down upon his visitor of two
nights
before.
He realized that the
were turned, and he thirsted tables
for revenge.
There was no doubt In
hla
mind as to the man's identity
He
C
tb
WretCh Wh0
a?.Hly
him.
same time, the situation
was distinctly delicate.
if he o
nounced this pnny scoundrel
would become of his newly-foun- what
fame. Prompt action was
required
8'"" ClerMl
g

rd
d

ciaUy.

"Thts to not the villain who
me." he said, "my man. was robbed
man.
But aa Mr. Riggs turned
caught the barest flicker of aawar a.
.mil, ta
the eyes of the burglar.

that I had a tumoi
in addition to mi

female trouble, and
advised an opera,
tron. Lvdia v
Ilnkham's Vegetable Compound mads
me a weu woman aun a nave no mora
backache.' I hope I can belpothers by
telling them what Lydia E. Pinkham'i
Vegetable Compound has done for
me." Mrs. Emma Tmb, 833 First St
Milwaukee, Wis.
The above is only one of the thou,
sands of grateful letters which are
constantly being received by the
Finkham Medicine Company of Lynn,
Mass., which prove beyond a doubt that
Lydia E. Pink ham's Vegetable Compound, made from roots and herbs,
actually does cure these obstinate diseases of women after all other means
have failed, and that every such
woman owes it to herself to at
least give Lydia E. Pink ham's Vegetable Compound a trial before submitting to an operation, or giving up
hope of recovery.
g

Mrs. Pinkham, of Lynn, Mass,
invites all sick women to write
her for advice. She has ruided
thousands to health and her
advice is free.

SICK HEADACHE
gRTEKS

Positively cored by
these Little Pills.
They also relieve
treaan-o-

Dt

Dyspepsia,

and Too Hearts
A perfect nm

Ealing.
edy for Dizziness, Na
sea, Drowsiness. Bad
Taste In the MoutU. Coif
ed Tongrne, Pain In tat

Side,

They regúlate the Bowels.

TORPID

Purely

I.IVKt

Vegpuablt

SMALL PILL. SMALL DOSE. SMALL PRICE.

CARTERS

Genuine Must Bear
Signature
Fac-Simi-

Fiver

Br

REFUSE SUBSTITUTES.

It Is.
"Some say It's a mistake to marry.'
"Well," commented Mrs. SixthluA
'to err is human."
If, as reported, G. Washington never
wrote a love letter, his reputation for
veracity is accounted for.
ARE TOUR CLOTHES

KADEDt

1'sp Red Croas Ball Blue and m ike tbea
white again. Large 2 oz. package, ó cenia

Rather be thou the tall arr.or.g
than the head among foxes.

liona

WRIGLEY'S SPEARMINT tastes ltts
a mint julep. But it Is much better for
you.

af

Tho surgeon is ready to
old thing except his bill.

A Friend In Need
There is absolutely nothing
that gives such speedy relief is
Dysentery, Diarrhea,
Cholera-Morbu- s,

Cholera-Infantun-

i,

Colic

and Cramps as

DR.D.JAYNETS
CARMINATIVE
BALSAM
It is s fricad la need, snd T
should alWays keep it la your house.
Its valuable curative properties bars
sude It a necessity for both adatts
nd children.

SoUiyoUJrugtkUal

25tptitlU

IK

ELDERLY PEOPLE
HELPED FREE

WrlBUS U NES5IT

The last years of life are the sweetest, and yet the most difficult to prolong. It Is then that the greatest car
la exercised in maintaining
bodily
health But the cblef care should al
ways be with regard to the food you
eat and whether you are digesting it
properly. You should not allow your
self to become constipated.
No doubt you have tried sslts and
cathartic pills, purgative tablets, etc..
and have come to the conclusion that
they are riolent in action and do but
temporary good. Listen, then, to the
voice of experience with regard to a
wonderful and mild laxative, Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin. It is not new,
only we are trying to find new friends
for it.
A. A. Felts, of Johnston rttv Til suf
fered from stomach trouble far six years
and found his cure in Dr. Caldwell's

permit aM
"I'ndcr no circumstance
to kiss you." Circular Issued to M
srlMols In Indiana by the state board of
heáltll.
on

hearts;

was big and bold and brawny,
with the sort or will that conquers every hindrance when It
starts.

ICE

had come from Indiana to a
out in Montana, where she
rne brawny hero with the
tawny mustache:
AND Iter heart went pitter-pattwhin with rush and roar and
latter he upon bis bucking
broncho out across the plains
would dash.
SHE

band-mad-

READY

you've got the plot completely; yes.
she smiled upon him sweetly, and
like a schoolboy
he stammered
when she flxed him with her
eyes;
A,T lie thought no rose was rarer
than her cheeks, no sky was fairer than the wondrous blue that
Rllmmered in the deepness of her
eyes.
YES.

'twas awfully romantic by soiiie
knowledge necromantic she had
softened all hi heartstrings that
lie thought were made of steel;

ANI'the maid from Indiana well, the
hero In Montana had a true and
rugged manner that possessed a
great appeal
CAME an evening dimly soulful when
song was doleful,
the bréese'
and they sauntered close together
sweet and cool.
shadows
In the
THEN he told the old, old story while
the star shone in their glory
snd she Ighed: "In Indiana. I,
alas! have gone to school."

her, he
seised on her ñngers slender and
meant
refusal
her
vowed
that
he
a lifetime of distress,
hushing,
accents
yearning
THEN. nl
she, aglow with bashful blushing,
set his heart to thumping wildly
with her gently whispered "Tes."
AJI' He drew her softly to him and
him
a thrill of Joy went through
but an Instant later something
bliss.
of
scattered all his dreams
FOR the maid from Indiana told the
hero c Montana: "In the schools
in India - we were taught we
kiss."
we musts.-

FOR ANY CONTINGENCY

Second Wife Has Put on File Accurate
Record of "Mother's" Possessions.

ten

her

fcadly!-a-

adly-- O.
nd

he

moaned a bitter meaning at the
cruelty of fate
BUT her lips came close and vser and
"Do you know.
she murmured:
sir, I was schooled In Indiana,
but I didn't graduate!"

The Fly.
We have changed our mind as U
the poetic attributes of the meek an
gentle fly. which is no beautifully
mentioned in the verses for the little
"Baby by, here's a
ones, beginning:
you and I
Sy, let us watch him,
Once wo believed that the fly was
cheering companion of the household,
and we toyed to seo him toed off ef
our hand, hm we began changing our
opinion when he manifested an ardent
desire to hold picnics on our alleged
laid spot A fly has no gratitude in
s
its make-un- .
A fly has no
Of affection
It would lust as lief
wade through the butter or sit down
In the soup of 1U best friend as not
We are moved to these earnest re
flections by the unfriendly conduct
of a fly that we have
boarded all
winter. We have grown familiar with
it, and have rescued it many a time
from glasses of milk or iced tea In
which it
swim
thought It could
Therefore, why. when we saw that fly
leeping on the mirror last night and
refrained from waking it, why ahould
that fly get up at 4:30 this morning
and sing in oar ear and bite our nose
and otherwise ruin three hours of the
best sleep a man might have had?
From being a genial, gentle, doddering
old example
toward
of amiability
"les we are In a mood to buy large
blocks of stock In the fly paper trust
heart-throb-

Wisely Arranged.

"It all the world were apple pie, and
the seas were Ink," we begin jocu
brly, but our friend the dyspeptic In
lerrupts us:
"If all the world were apple
"c growls, "all the aeas would have
to be ink s that the physicians could
vrte prescriptions for the chumps
who would be eating the pie."
I

Letters from Prominent Physicians
addressedChicago,
to Chassays: H."I useFletcher.
your Castor la and
Dlnsdale, of
Dr. 3.
W.

"

If:

BO
BB

An Atchison woman who married a
widower, and who, is wise beyond ber
time, has filed a most peculiar document in the courts. It Is to this ef
fect: "My husband's first wife left
two petticoats of cotton, and one of
wool, all badly worn; one old corset
two pairs of hose, two house dresses,
three shirt waists, one dress skirt, a
thin gold ring, a hair switch, a gold
breastpin, one pair of house slippers
and a winter coat. I have had them
carefully itemized and sworn to be
fore a notary and they now He sealed
In the attic of our home. This docu
ment goes on record to forestall any
further litigation from my
for the possession of 'mother's
things.' If at any time they want
'mother's things' I will be glad to turn
the sealed box over to them." Lin
coln State Journal.

Catarrh Cure.

r.

Children Need Acting.
Rev. Perry Grant of New Tork
thinks that acting Is a psychological
need, aid is looking for the rich man
who will build a theater for children.
Mr. White It's no use, my dear, I
The purpose of such a theater, he says,
shall have to have my whiskers off; Is educational and la In keeping with
baby is pulling 'em out by the roots.
the discoveries of Froebel, who knew
Mrs. White How unfeeling of you.
that play Is an instinct implanted by
It's the only thing that keeps baby nature for educational purposes.
quiet. Now you threaten to take the
dear's enjoyment away!
Automobllists Read This.
At the end of the trip when the eyes
Family Medicine Chest
are stiff and Inflamed from wind and
Every mother of sons ought to keep dust, there is nothing quite so soothing
spool
as Doctor Mitchell's Eye Salve. Just
containing
a
box"
an "accident
a little particle rubbed along the eye
of adhesive plaster, a package of
brings instant relief. At all drug
cotton, a bottle of boraclc acid lashes
or general stores or by mail. Price 26
and some soft old linen. A fresh cut cents. Hall A Ruckel. New York City.
should be carefully bathed ImmediateA Knocker.
ly and bandaged to keep out the dirt,
'Ton say that you told my little boy
which so often contains germs of lockjaw. If there Is much bleeding, first that he looked like me?"
"Yea."
close the wound with the plaster, Ihen
"And what did he sayT
cover It with the cotton. An applica"He said I was a knocker." Houston
tion of alcohol will easily remove the
Post.
plaster.
8hak Inte Your Shoe
a powder for your feet
Allen's Foot-Bas- e,
It Pays to Think About Food.
It cures painful, swollen, smarting, sweatnew
shoes easy. Gold by
Makes
ing feet.
The unthinking life some people lead all Druggists and Shoe Stores. Don't acoften causes trouble and sickness, il- cept any substitute. Sample FREE. Adlustrated in tbe experience of a lady dress A. & Olmsted, LeRoy, N. Y.
In Fond Du Lac, Wis.
A Good Rule.
years ago I suffered
THINK HARD

"About four
dreadfully from indigestion, always
having eaten whatever I liked, not
thinking of the digestible qualities.
This indigestion caused palpitation of
the heart so badly I could not walk up
a flight of stairs without sitting down
once or twice to regain breath and
strength.
"I became alarmed and tried dieting,
wore my clothes very loose, and many
other remedies, but found no relief.
"Hearing of the virtues of Grape-Nut- s
and Postum, I commenced using
them In place of my usual breakfast of
toffee, cakes, or hot biscuit, and In
we week's time I was relieved of sour
stomach and other ills attending Indigestion. In a month's time my heart
was performing its functions naturally
and I could climb stairs and hills and
walk long distances.
"I gained ten pounds In this short
timer, and my akin became clear and I
completely regained my health and
I continue to use Grape-Nut- s
strength.
and Postum for I feel that I owe
my good health entirely to their use.
"There's a Reason."
"I like the delicious flavour of Grape-Nut- s
and by making Postum according to directions, it tastes similar to
mild high grade coffee."
Read "The Road to Wellvllle," In pkgitetter A new
Ever read heoTW
fr- time t. of aosaan
e .ave.
-fall
sure aeaaloe, trae, sus

"
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DigratMnJOrftM
ness and Restootalns natter
Opiuni.Morphine nor Mineral,

Not Narcotic.
irMikatauama
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Hie Kind You Have Always Bought
In Use For Over SO Years.

Exact Copy of Wrapper.
A Pertinent Inquiry.
Little Willie stumbled over a scrubbing brush and fell into a pail ot
soapy water.
"Father," he said, as he rose, "where
do the angels go when the spring
cleaning in heaven begins?"

Related.
Mother Samnel, where are those
green apples that I left In the pantry?
Samuel They're with tbe Jamaica
ginger that was in tbe medicine chest
IJDDincott's.
Closely

Practical Derivative.
Teacher Now, children, who can
tell me what "obedience" is derived
from?
Pupil From gettin' licked, Miss.

Woman's Friend
Nearly all women suffer at times from female
ailments. Some women suffer more acutely and
more constantly than others. But whether you have
I
little pain or whether you suffer intensely, von
should take Wine of Cardui and get relief.
Cardui is a safe, natural medicine, for women,
prepared scientifically" from
in- harmless
veeetahle
,
W
T
acts easily on the female organs and
greaients. it
gives strengtu and tone to the whole system.
.

W

CARDUI

Dr. Bigger Huckleberry Cordial.
Cures Children Teething, Diarrhoea, Dysentery. Choleramorbus and Flux, all Stomach and Bowel Troubles, At Druggists 25c
and 50c per bottle.
A financier is simply a man who
demonstrates tbe truth of the old
saying that a. fool and his money are
soon parted.
A Dasaeatle Rye Remedy
Compounded by Experienced Physicians.
Conforms to Pure Food and Drugs Laws.
Wins Friends Wherever Used. Ask Druggists tor Murine Eye Remedy. Try Murine in Your Eyes. You Will Like Murine.

The Woman's Tonic
Mrs. Vema Wallace, of Saneer. Tex., tried CarduL She
"Cardui has done more for me than I can describe. Last enriiur T
was taken with female inflammation and consulted a doctor, but to
I no avail, so I took Cardui, and inside of three days, I was able to do
my housework. Since then my trouble has never returned." Try it
I

AT ALL DRUG

The Short Hour.
"How late did you sit in that poker
game?"
"Till about $12.30." Cornell Widow.

The more we sacrifice In behalf of
any cause the dearer it becomes to us.
N. Meloy.

If you wish beautiful, clear, white clothes
use Red Cross Ball Blue. Large 2 oz.
package, 5 cents.

The sale of Indigestion medicine is
going down. The sale of WRIGLEY'S
SPEARMINT is going up. '

v-

NEW YOBK.

While we have a great deal of respect for old age, we draw the line at
boarding-bousspring chicken.

There Is no pleasure beyond the
rules of righteousness; there la no
pleasure in what injures another.

ALWAYS

cm a turo
Knn.ni
- ... thai
,uu Si
w.guwku. j u

ItoSmk Sfeaanre of

Fine for teeth! Fine for breath! Fine
for digestion! WRIGLEY'S SPEAR
MINT.

SALVE. 26e. All drug
Bros., Buffalo, N. Y.

CASTORIA
nf.

.aJ

WSm nesaoiaiLossoFSim.

Most everybody who likes fresh air
S
likes fresh mint leaf flavored
SPEARMINT.

Common Sore Eyes,
run together, you need

1

GENUINE

Worms jCojwulswMiwmss

"What's your recipe for managing
a husband?"
"Ob, there isn't any. Just feed him
well, and trust to luck."

If You Have
if lines blur or
PETTIT'S EYE
gists or Howard

111,

advise Its use In all families where there are children."
Dr. Alexander E. MIntle, of Cleveland, Ohio, saya: "I turn frequently
prescribed your Castorla and have found It a reliable and pleasant remedy for children.''
Dr. J. S. Alexander, of Omaha, Neb, says: "A medicine so valuable and
beneficial for children as your Castorla is, deserves the highest praise. I
find it In use everywhere.'
Dr. J. A. Mccieiian, of Buffalo, N. 7, says: "I have frequently prescribed
your Castorla for children and always got good results. In fact I UM
Castorla for my own children.''
Dr. J. W. Allen, of St. Louis, Mo, Bays: "I heartily endorse your Castorla. I have frequently prescribed it in my medical practice, and have)
always found it to do all that Is claimed for it"
Dr. C H. Gliddeo, of St. Paul, Minn, says: "My experience as a practitioner with your Castorla has been highly satisfactory, and I consider it
an excellent remedy for the young.''
Dr. H. D. Benner, of Philadelphia, Pa, gays:
have toed your Castorla as a purgative In the cases of children for yean past with the most
happy effect, and fully endorse it as a safe remedy."
Dr. J. A. Boarman, of Kansas City, Mo, says: Tour Castorla la a splendid remedy for children, known the world over. I use it In my practica
and have no hesitancy in recommending it for the complaints of infanta
and children."
Dr. J. J. Maekey, of Brooklyn, N. Y, says: "I consider your Castorla an
excellent preparation for children, being composed of reliable
and pleasant to the taste. A good remedy fox all disturbances at the
digestive organs."

"IHnt

Not What He Meant.
The Liverpool Post tells of a Birkenhead church secretary who announced In church on Sunday that a
Shakespearean recital In character
would be given. When he was Informed that the recital would not be
"In character" he corrected himself
by saying, "None of those taking part
in the recital will be dressed."

THE HEIR'S

iKUgSiomadsaalWtf
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T. J. CHENEY
CO.. Toledo. O.
J. Cbener
We, the traderatened.
have known
tor the last 15 years, sod believe him perfectly honorable In all business transactions sod financially
able to carry out any obligations made by his firm.
WaUlNO. Kivn an
Marvin.
Wholesale DruKKlru Toledo. O.
Internally, artlnf
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken
directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the
aratem. Testimoníale cent free, pnce T5 cents par
Sold
UruBXMs.
all
by
bottle.
lake Hall e Family Pills for constipation.

Rough on Rats, unbeatable exterminator
Rough on Hen Lice, Nest Powder, 25c.
Rough on Bedbugs, Powder orLiq'd, 25c.
Rough on Fleas, Powder or Liquid, 25.
Rough on, Roaches, Pow'd, 15c.,Liq'd,25c.
Rough on Moth and Ants, Powder, 25c.
Rough on Skeeters, agreeable toise,2Sc.
E. S. Wells, Chemist, Jersey City, N. J.

Actable PreparaionCrAs

Emotes

Hi
al

Hundred Hollars Reward for any
by Halls
last cannot be cia-e-

ALi'OHOl. J FEB CENT.

pS

Hi t

How's This?
We offer One
esse of catarrh

AGO almost

YEAEtí

UT

Magazine.

BUT he did not comprehend

THEN he looked
he really felt

every mother thought her child nrast have
laudanum
or
to make it sleep. These drugs will produce
sleep, and A FEW DROPS TOO MAUT will produce the SLEEP PROM WHICH
THERE IS HO WAKING. Many are the children who have been killed or
whose health has been ruined for life by paregoric, landanum and morphine, each
of which is a narcotic product of opium. Druggists are prohibited from selling
either of the narcotics named to children at all, or to anybody without labelling
them "poison." The definition of "narcotic'' is: "A medicine which relieves pain,
and produces sleep, but which in poisonous doses produces stupor, coma, convulsions and death." The taste and smell of medicines containing opium are disguised,
and sold under the names of "Drops," "Cordials," "Soothing Syrups," etc. Ton
should not permit any medicine to be given to your children without yon or
your physician know of what it is composed. CASTORIA DOES NOT CON-TANARCOTICS, if it bears the signature of Chas. H. Fletcher.

FORTY

The Cause of War.
Tbe fair young debutante was surrounded by an admiring crowd of officers at the colonel's ball. Mamma
was standing near by, smiling complacently at her daughter's social success. The discussion was over the
quarrel of the day before between two
brother officers.
"What was the casus belli?" asked
tbe fair debutante.
"Maud!" exclaimed mamma In a
shocked voice. "How often have I
told you to say stomach?" Success

'iheT

SB

Don't Poison Baby.

)

Fighting Tuberculosis.
Three large fraternal orders are at
present conducting sanatoria for their
tuberculous members.
The Royal
League, the first order to take up this
form of work in the United States,
has a sanatorium at Black Mountain,
North Carolina. Tbe Modern Woodmen have recently opened a sanatorium at Colorado Springs,
and the
Knights of Pythias, one at the East
Las Vegas, New Mexico. The Royal
Arcanum and the Brotherhood
of
American Yeomen will consider propositions at their coming grand councils for the erection of similar

If there i anything about
your ailment that you don't
understand, or If you want
any medical advice, write
to the doctor, and he will
answer you fully. There is
no charge for this service.
The' address Is Dr. W. B.
Caldwell. 201 Caldwell bldg.,
Montlcello, 111.

witty, and she had those wltuh-in- g
manners that are dangerous

BINDER."

A
dear freak from the
table, wrapped In toll, thus keeping
freih until smoked. A fresh cigar
made of good tobacco la the Ideal
smoke. The old, well cured tobaccos
used are so rich In quality that many
who formerly smoked 10c cigars now
smoke Lewis' Single Binder Straight
6c.
Lewis' Single Binder costs tbe
dealer some more than other 6c cigars,
but the higher price enables this factory to us extra quality tobacco.
There are many imitations; don't be
fooled.
There is no substitute! Tell
the dealer you want a Lewis "Single
Binder."

Syrup Pepsin. His wife uses It too with
success.
We could name hundreds of
others. Some heard of it first through
neighbors or friends: others through the
doctor's offer to send any sufferer from a
stomach, liver or bowel complaint a free
sample bottle for trial, without charge.
If you will send your name and address
he will send you a trial bottle direct to
your home. If It proves Itself as ho
claims then continue the treatment bv
buying a
or fl bottle of your
druggist, as all of them sell it Old people, t'ke children, should look for purity,
and it Is well to mention that the purity
of this remedy Is vouched for with the U.
b. government.
Also, though a free bottle Is sent to prove Its merits, results are
always guaranteed from the regular
bottles bought of druggist, who will refund your money If It does not satisfy
you. Send at least for the free teat bottle

SHE was young and sbe was pretty,
she was plump and she was
to

LEWIS' "SINGLE

STORES

WHIG-LEY'-

Suicide

e

Light, heat and oil are the worst
enemies of the rubber tire.
The more WRIGLEY'S SPEARMINT
she would chew, The better her digestion grew.

If you have friends In adversity
stand by them. Dickens.

Men, like tools, are useless when
they lose their temper.

rp.
.IHSM
Bathing In the snow la
custom in Russia.

a
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SLICKERS
wear well

and they keep you
dry while you are
wearing them
JEVEWVWMERt
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W. N. U., Oklahoma City,
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Slow death and awful suffering
follows neglect of bowels. Constipation kills more people than
consumption. It needs a cure
and there is one medicine in
all the world that cures it

CASCARETS.
nml.

to

tfaatetwlia i Thompson's Eye Water

-

rtv

of tiioo

ugly, grlxily, aray

hair.

U

"LA CREOLE"

HAIR RESTORER

,

c.
box week', treat
All druggists. Biggest
wotkl million boxes a a
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PRICE. SI.OO,
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Buy the Goods

that

do their

In

Own Talking
find that you ran serure no better entertainment
or amusement than that furnished by an Edison Phono-grap-'i
or Victor Talking Machine.
Come in and hear them, and find how reasonable the
terms are.
Is your Edison Machine equipped with the 4 Minute
Attachment for playing Amberol Records ? Investigate this

Vou will

Everything in Jewelry
R--

a.

Score hy innings:
Fort Bliss.

ALAMOS WIN
BOTH

Alamo

GAMES

(Continued from page 1.)
the Alamos.

000

What do you

know-abou-

t

0001

100
030

100
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Saturday's game between The
Alamos and Fort Bliss was a one
sided all'air, the locals winning
by a score of 9 to 4.
McDowell was in the box for
the locals and while he only
struck out six men to Young's
thirteen, he pitched a better
game inasmuch as the visitors
were unable to hit him safely.
Young was batted all over the
Held even if he did strike out
his thirteen men.
The visitors made many errors
at critical times that helped the
locals to win by such a large
score.
Score by innings :
201 006 000 .9
The Alamos
000 OJO 0;W...4
Fort Bliss
The attendance at this game
was disappointing to the members of the base ball association.

And, they slugged Cy
Young, one of the best pitchers in this
Isn't that
section, for nine safe hits.
going some? The team, as It fielded
and batteil Sunday, would make the El
Paso White Sox uow all their speed in
order to win.
The Alamos scored two In the first
Inning, one in the third, three In the
To Illufifth and one In the seventh.
strate the luck in baseball: l'he three
runs in the fifth inning were made wita
out a single safe hit, alter two men were
out. An! Berlin who made the solitary
score for the soldier boys walked to
first; the only man passed by Le Clair Notwithstanding the fact that
the game had been well adverduring the game.
tised, with the 19th Infantry
By a peculiar circumstance, Coyle, band u
a side attraction, the
Faust, Nelson and McCaslin, the first grand stand was only about half
four in baiting order, were the only tilled.
that?

.

Alamo boys to score.

Covle at short hadonlv one chance
INTERNATIONALS COMING
and is credited with one assist, one two
bagger and two runs. Faust, receutly
FOR TWO BALL GAMES
assigned to right field, played a fast
Two long Hies give him two
game.
putouts, two hits, a sacrifice hit, two
(Continued from page 1.)
runs and a base steal.
Nelson caught his usual great game
and showed decided improvement with
the big stick. He got two hits, one of
them a two bagger, two runs, a putout,
an assist and a base steal.
McCaslin at first is a top note her.
He made only one hit but got one run,
managed to steal a base and has to his
credit eight assists.
Saulsberry's batting stock went to
par. He got two safe hits, one of them
nearly a twe bagger, got one putout and
four assists.
Beckwlth In the outfield did not have
a slugle chance. They were just not
going his way. And be could not get
his bat In connection with Young's
curves. More of that same base ball
luck, that's all.
Le Clair showed class as a twirler.
Struck out 11, and allowed only five
hits. He got one hit, one sacrifice, one
putout, fourassists and made one double
play to first. Williams' game at third
was a beaut but he had the hardest sort
of luck at bat. Pitcher and third baseman spoiled three good ones for him.
Pelphrey had one fly to handle, giving him a putout, but hard bard luck at
bat. First time up he was bit by pitcher and walked to first but was thrown
out at 2nd on an attempted steal. Second time up be hit a slow one toward
first and collided with Young, pitcher,
who was trying to hold the ball. Young
was temporarily knocked out, and
knee injured too badly to continue the game.
Medina was substituted for Young
and pitched long enough to give Coyle
first on balls. Medina's arm was In
such poor condition that Young immediately went back Into the box and
finished the game.
Thompson substituted in the fifth inning for Pelphrey, had no chances.
Only once up at bat he filed out to ceo
ier. Young pitched both Saturday and
Sunday. With any sort of support, the
Alamos' victory would have been by a
closer margin.
Batteries: Alamos, Le Clair and Nelson; Fort Bliss, Young and Anderle.

twice.
There will also be a game Sunday between the same teams.
The Internationals will arrive
on the Golden State Limited
Saturday afternoon and will go
direct from the train to the park.
The game will be called at 4
o'clock. Sunday's game will be
called at 3:30.
If week day ball games are
wanted in Alaniogordo it is up
to the people to patronize them.
So go out Saturday and show the
associatijn that you appreciate
its effects in getting together a
crack team.

D. darkness ot La Lut. lias visited
us twice recently.
R. B. Fields has bought the output ot
Hall mill and Is furnishing lumber for
seven bouses now uoder const ruction.
Mr. Urokaw, chief engineer for the
Bell Telephone CO., was her- - and promised us connection with El I'aso, AlamoCity
gordo. Roswell. Denver, Kunsa
aud Chicago.
Amos Hane of Tucumcarl, and S. .1
Hane of Sunny Side, who bave been
visiting Mrs. W. A. Hyde, bave returned
houie
R. B. Robertson, geological surveyor.
has just eone to Three Bivers to put up
monuments and station.
Mr. Frencb came In with a load of
flue Dotatoes from Summit and reported
ice there on July 2.
Mr. White, druggist of Oklahoma, Is
here looking for a location.

The Sandoval building Is almost complete.
L. T. Rutherford Is at home from El
Paso.
Chas. Croan has sold his livery stable
to C. L. Bourney of Carruozo.
Mrs. Minnie L. Converse of Buena
Vista. Iowa, sister of Mrs. Dr. Clay is
here to make Improvements upon her
clai in.

James, assistant forestry supervisor, passed through en route to
to mark trees for an El Paso firm
who has closed a contract with the government for 10,000,000 feet of timbers,
Tularosa will be the shipping point.
Mr. Davis and family, with their
house-holeffects have arrived froui
L. L.

Chicago to live on claim.

again.

Judge James

A. Carrol of Mescalero,

Is in Chicago.

Miss Miller, matron of the boys' dorm
itory at Mescalero, paid us a visit last
week.
Byron Stolaroff of El Paso, Is here for
a short visit.
Mrs. L. D. Smith has gone to spend a
while with her sister at Coroua.
Mrs. Harry fioforth and son, Glen.
are in from their ranch.
W. W. RatclitI and daughters, Misses
Ida and Ruby, have gons to Three
Rivers to live on a claim.
Albert Carrol of Mescalero Is in Tu- cumcari.
Parties are here from Denver con
templating the building of a soap factory, the soap to be made of the amole
plant.
A nice little reception was given bv
Mrs. J. J. Saunders in honor of Miss

WILL MAKE

TRIP
Alaniogordo Base Ball
association held a meeting Monday afternoon. It was decided
to strengthen the team where
most needed and arrange for
games with El Paso, Albuquer
que, Bisbee, Cananea and other
towns.
Later in the season the local
team will visit all of these places
as well as other towns and with
a bunch of winners Alamogordo
will get a lot of free advertising
It is up to the people here to
patronize the games. It takes a
win
lot of money to maintain

STEPP
I

Like Rosa walkin' down da street
Weeth bigga loada wood.
8o eiisy. weeth eet on her head.
She eesa sweeng along,
You theenk eet ees a hat eenatead
Eh? How ees dat for strong?
I no could find een all da worl,
You Jnsta bat my life,
Anuddi-soocha fina girl
Like Rosa for da wife!
Eh? Sure, i gatta mon' enough.
Eh? W'ata for I mak
Her carry home sooch heavy stuff?
Oh, my, you are meestak'.
I do not mak' ht-- do dees theenff.
I mighta be a cop
I mighta even be da keeng
I no could mak' her stop.
She like for doin' deesa way;
She gat her work to do
For keep her beezy alia day.
So lika me an' you.
Eh? Bura she ees Eetallan,
An' I am proud Eh? Wat?
"She n- be gouda 'Merican
So lung she doin' dat?"
I B'posa w at you say ees tie,
But den, you see, signore
Ees play n ta theeng dat she might do
Eos Bons hi'rt her more.
Of Course, som' day I want dat she
Re gooda 'Merican,
Rut not go good dat she weell be
ABhame of dago man.
Bom' 'Mi tioana girls, of course.
Doy theenk day are so good,
Dey radder work for gat divorce
Eenstead for carry wood!
So. notheeng look to me so sweet
An' mak me feel so good
Like Rosa walkin' down da street
Weeth blgga loada wood,
r. A. Daly In Catholic Standard and
Times.

Alamogordo

This hotel has opened for business with

everything brand new.

The best equipped Cafe in Alamogordo.

Dinner for

35c

tá
mm wmw
mal

Phone

74.

Electrical Supplies. Auto ar)d Gasolint
Engine Supplies.
General Repair Shop. Wiring Done.

G.

F- -

ROUSSEAU,
and Penn.

Cor- - lOth

'Phone 56.

An

J. Q. GRANT,

City Uivery and Transh
Good rigs, careful drivers and
Is now ready for business.
genteel treatment. Office up town just East of News office

Residence Phone

Phone
w

1

MEYE

C.

Dealer in General Merchandise
1 Is still at the old stand at La Luz, N. M,
M

in all lines

.complete

111?

and my prices are right.

tional Harvester Lo.. Machinery.

Just

received

HENRY

J.

ANDERSON,

i

Mrs. Bertha B. Neal

for

he Johj

R. EIDSOfl.

Vice

R. B. ftfllfSTMN.

President

Established 1900

The First National Bai
Of Alamogordo, N. N.
CONDENSED STATEMENT
AT

COMPTROLLER'S CALL. CLOSE OF BUSINESS June
RBSOUKCBS

Loans and Discounts
Overdrafts
U. S. Bonds tu secure circulation.
Premiums on U. S. Bonds
Bonds, Securities, etc
Han knur house. furniture A fixtures
Other Real
owned
Due from National Banks !not re
serve asrentfl
Due from State and Private Banks
and bankers. Trut Companies
and Savinirs Banks
Due from app'v'd Reserve Agents
Checks and other items
notes of other National Bank
Fractional Cur'y, nickeln, cenu
Lawful money reserve
Redemption fuml

Total

23,

I

LIABILITIES
$

Capital
Surplus
Undivided Profits (Net)
150! Circulation

,163.03
316 23
16,000.(0
J.W1.1S

23,5011 U0

27S00
22

Deposita

Time certificates of

iloim--

ft

07.2n

3.423.10
H.3IT 52
74K.2
464.110

'IM5

J

11,051.75
MM.OO

$UMJ

Total

DIRECTORS
J. BRYSON,
HEInki J. ANDERSON,
W.

F. M. RHOMBERG,
J. M. WYATT,
C. MEYER,
w. R. EIDSON,
BYRON SHERRY, HENRY S. EVANS.

J. BUCK

EMIiALMEP
AND riTNKRAL
DIRECTOR

A.

SUPPLIES

UNDERTAKER

oooo
giver) to families and
SPECIAL attention
Parties.

W.

President.

AND DEALc'
IN FUNERAL
1

Also agent

Deere Plow Company's Implements.

rnogordo. Under the new management
trje rates have beer) reduced to $2.00 a day
and the service has been irnproved.

OFFICW

ffl

MONEY LOANED
ON REAL ESTATE.
LONG TIME.
EASY PAYMENTS.
RELIABLE REPRESENTATIVES WANTflj

The JacKsor) Loar) A Trust 0

The
Printing
Point

ning team.

Now Open for Business

mm.A

& MURRELL

-

fort
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J. C. JONES, Prop.

.. i
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Bee dat, aignore? See. dcrc she go.
All, look, sh wave her hand!
She's Rosa; dat's my wifi you know.
Oh, graüda girl, my fraud.
Ees nntheeng look tu me so sweet
An' mak' me feel so good

Ala--

if
II

Wo( Ft. Smith, Ark-- Farm and Mountain Wagons.
agent for Champion Mowers and Rak.es and other Inted

THE BUSY WIFE.

q

t.
vm

Garden and Field Seed, Floor, Meal, Grain,
Hay call on us at Cooper's old stand, 9th Str

poultry farm.
These dozen hens were carefully Isolated and quarantined and well fed
with the exception that tubercular
sputum was thrown in to them dally.
The egtrs were daily tested. At the end
of 60 days 10 per cent of the eggs
showed tubercular bacilli; at the e: d of
90 days 48 per cent showed tubercular
tacilil. and at the end of 120 days, BO
per cent.
The hens were then killed and ten
out of twelve showed they had tubercu- Very respectfully yours,
losll
j. R. HOWELL, M. D.

bolel

a

WWI

U

Buy where your money bun
Don t pay the other man' debu.
most. When Id need of

From the El Paso Herald.
Tularosa, N. M., June 2.
Editor El Pao Herald:
I
noticed In The Herald under "Tu- berculosis lierms and Dangers From
Egg-,- "
an inquiry If chickens are immune If they have access to tubercular
sputum, and if the eggs are Infected.
In the Herald's answer I wish to add
to Dr. Homan's answer the proofs of a
practical t ist made here in '1 larosa.
from a
A dozen hens were "elected
large poultry farm here. These birds
were picked from this farm because for
years this breed bas been tested for
tucerculosls and other diseases, and
have proved themselves to be in perfect health, due first to the physical
resistance of this breed and secondly, to
the careful leeding and sanitary methods carried out by the owners of this

THE oldest and best known

.,

CTfll, J

NEAU'S

The

Southwestern Hotel
and Cafe,
EUROPEAN PLAN

A Regular

Tubercular Chickens.

Mrs. Chas. Wright has opened up a
confectionery, fruit and cold drink
stand.
Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Jetferles who
will have bad a pleasant stay with Mr. and
rs. Paul Jet of Mescalero. are at hume

gone conclusion that they
put up just as snappy a game as
they did last week when they
defeated the Fort Bliss boys

...

Alaora

Ruidoso.

HENRY S. EVANS,
IWW T.nth Street and Pan,

Say! Jtre You Behin
CASH FEED STOR

MIm Carrol left for Mr
Cam
one at Meseaiaro this aornlag.
U W Young and (tour. Mr. C
Mr. aad Mr. A Bailey have returned
roa; la
U Wood spaal
from their claim.
omily.
A. C. "eokt I of buvlng fat eattle.
Mr Jackson ipral Iwodix of iMt
A party of fWa secured Mr. Wilson's
week l Oteara.
automobile and attended the Sunday
Mr. nd Mr. Craig of Ua Han Andrew, ball game at Alamo
They reported a
cama In rncaolljr and biuugnt little good time.
Suite Davaoport with them.
The J. W. Pruda Mercantile Co has
H. V Kdwarda and party of Oscura, moved Into IU new office.
nave gone to the Ruldoeo for recreation.
Mrs J. W. Prude Is Improviug again
Judge Falrlesi and fatally are on the

CloiM

Tularon Correspondence.

Good tvDewrit.t.en lefforc
an impression of good business
nietnoas,ana the machine is often

responsible tor the appearance

The Underwood

types always reach the proper printing point. The type-ba- r
operates through or with a guide a feature peculiar to the Underwood. The type must go right. There's no other way. It cannot
wobble. Good looking work is assured and the Underwood features
prevent operator's blunders.
The sample mechanism which secures perfect work in the Underwood is 'a
michly interesting eihlblt of ingenuity and skill. Why not come look at ft
Knowledge of tbe Underwood will help yon to secure greater efficiency,
n will be
i arip jvm iu jwinn iuucu miuwierc or me unaerwooa standard Type
writer aa yon choose ta acquire.

-

"The Machine You

The

Eventually Buy"
Underwood Typewriter Co., Inc. Arjywbere
Will

Worth, Texas.

Jack;sor). Mississippi

The or)ly place in Otero Couil
whereyou can get a White
Pine Screen Door is at

WcRae Lumber Compai
rk

4th

Doer South of

Postoffk.

. E. ANDREWS

H. La Salle
S

r

v

eyor.

Land and Irrigation Ditch surveying a specialty. Haps and
Blue Prints made to order.

REttfl

REAL ESTATE

Sacramento Tailor Land",
loan, AJamfatdo Propertj.

'nog

M1CM

N torn V., Ml M- -

126.

W"

Tho Mowa to the popnl'
It to your frtondi back ei-

W

-

